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Introduction
Every school has its own story to tell. The context in which teaching and learning takes place influences the processes and procedures by
which the school makes decisions around curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The context also impacts the way a school stays faithful
to its vision. Many factors contribute to the overall narrative such as an identification of stakeholders, a description of stakeholder
engagement, the trends and issues affecting the school, and the kinds of programs and services that a school implements to support student
learning.

The purpose of the Executive Summary (ES) is to provide a school with an opportunity to describe in narrative form the strengths and
challenges it encounters. By doing so, the public and members of the school community will have a more complete picture of how the school
perceives itself and the process of self-reflection for continuous improvement. This summary is structured for the school to reflect on how it
provides teaching and learning on a day to day basis.
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Description of the School

Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last three years. Include
demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique features and challenges are associated
with the community/communities the school serves?

Catawba Trail Elementary School is located in Elgin, S.C. and opened in August, 2011. Often described as the best-kept secret in Richland
School District Two, it houses 615 students in grades pre-school through five and has grown slowly but steadily in its six years. Very much a
community school, the school enrolls students from surrounding neighborhoods as well as a few students located near the Village at
Sandhils. Homes in our attendance zone range from multi-million dollar custom designs to trailers on family land. Several neighborhoods are
described as suburban mid-range and at least one neighborhood has many rental properties. With a few mobile home parks with migrant
workers in our zone, it is not unusual to have some families challenged to provide proof of residence, but this glitch does not alter the high
expectations held and met for all children.

Geographically, the school is located less than two miles from the Kershaw County line, a factor which impacts the transience of over 40%
yearly. Student transience is one of our greatest challenges for instruction and achievement.

The newness of the facility, combined with its location at the back entrance of WoodCreek Farms subdivision, often gives the impression it
would be a school with a much lower poverty rate than the 52% reported. Historically, the poverty rate has always hovered within two
percentage points of 50%. Our achievement has shown steady improvement each year, despite the poverty index.

Our student demographics resemble a small United Nations, with 36% African American, 33% Caucasian, 22% Hispanic, 3% Asian, and 7%
mixed. More than 15% of our families are military, a factor attributed to one of our larger neighborhoods, Jacob's Creek. Ironically, the bulk of
our transience is from poverty, with only a small percentage of transience being military, since many of our military families are associated
with the instructional operations of Fort Jackson.

Unique to our campus is the existence of two Emotionally Disabled self-contained classrooms. In the continuum of emotional disability, our
students are at the last stage-most disabled- and are bussed to the school from across the district. Our setting is unique in Richland Two and
our two self-contained classrooms partner with the core classrooms at every grade level as the children grow in proficiency for immersion into
extracurricular activities, and eventually into re-entry into core content classes. Their success in these classes leads to their return to their
"residentially-zoned" home schools.

Our second set of self-contained classes is a combination of autism classes, one pre-school, ability ranging; the other kindergarten through
fifth grade, autism 1 (most severely autistic). Because these two classes differ greatly in their needs, they function as two independent
programs. Both classes are in their second year at CTE.

Due to the percentage of students academically at risk-25% or below on a nationally standardized measure--from the time our campus
opened, we have continuously monitored and adjusted the delivery of support services through Tier Two programming as compared to other
schools and districts. This monitoring and adjusting of support services continues to be be an area of attention as we examine best practices.

As you walk down the main entrance hall of the school, one of the first displays you see is a photo wall with each faculty member's name and
picture. The staff diversity is immediately apparent. With a range of experience from first-year teachers to thirty year veterans, each team is
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crafted for balance. Eight teachers hold National Board Certification and 60% have advanced degrees.

We also have nine men on staff in either certified, classified, or support positions which is unusual for an elementary school. Because many
of our faculty members are younger, we have often said we specialize in "brides, babies, and new houses," and our "shower calendar" is
proof. School year 2017-2018 will see our first Colt faculty babies entering kindergarten!

In the last three years, we have experienced more staff turnover, with the retirement of some veteran teachers who opened the school. Of
our certified staff, 60% have less than 10 years experience, 40% have less than 5 years experience. These statistics have resulted in a need
to refocus professional development in order to ensure everyone has all that is needed from both the basics to the more advanced. In order
to meet each faculty and staff member where they are, time is spent determining who already has which knowledge and skill sets, so
precious time is not spent in sessions not needed. Just as we differentiate for students, we differentiate for the range in faculty expertise.

From the first day Catawba Trail opened, the commitment has been to create a level playing field for all children. Avoidance of "haves and
have-nots" has been central to decision-making, and the parent leadership of the PTO and School Improvement Council have underpinned
this core value consistently through fund-raising and volunteerism. As you walk the halls and visit room to room, you would be challenged to
identify the poverty. Instead, the vibrance of classrooms, the chatter of highly verbal students, and the energy of children who run to get in
the building every day, punctuate the joy of learning central to our success.
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School's Purpose

Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. Describe how the
school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students.

Catawba Trail Elementary School held its dedication in November, 2011. Unlike any elementary school before it in Richland Two, it had no
adults on stage- the entire program was student-led. As district and school leadership participated with the school and community family from
the front row of the audience, the introduction featured a fourteen language welcome. A carefully sequenced program followed, with each
grade level showcasing a unique facet of the school's culture. From our first public showcase, we were true to the school's mission
statement, "In partnership with our community, Catawba Trail Elementary prepares all students for success by providing meaningful,
challenging, and engaging learning experiences."

In our written dedication program was prominently featured "The Principal's Vision." This philosophy statement, carefully crafted by the
principal in collaboration with faculty, staff, and community stakeholders, continues to guide our work and is included in all public documents.
"As we embrace the most important work we'll ever do, our eyes look to the future. Our world is shrinking and our children know this best of
any of us."
Technology creates a learning environment with no boundaries. Essential skills focus on thinking… Thinking creatively, thinking
critically…Sustaining thinking over time and through challenges. We work towards a world in which we ask, "In what ways might we…"
Many minds are stronger than the individual viewpoint. Collaboration and communication are embedded in the engaging work our children
do every day. Our diversity is our strength and results in a more thoughtful and flexible learning environment.
No longer is there just one right answer or one right way to design an elegant solution to a real world problem. We celebrate our children, our
future, and we dedicate Catawba Trail to their education, their dreams, their aspirations, and their present and future success."

Based on the guiding principle that all children have gifts and strengths and the role of a vital elementary school and its faculty is to help them
discover and maximize those, the practices and methodologies are derived from those long imbedded in gifted education. A simple
comparison will show them to be the same skills as those emphasized when working towards attainment of twenty-first century learning
skills. Now, years later, they are also mirrored in the Profile of the South Carolina Graduate.

Our school's mission statement is supported by four school goals:
Provide a relevant curriculum that engages students in challenging work
Build a community of students engaged in learning
Design a professional learning community focused on relevant learning
Develop an alliance with families and community to support the vision of Catawba Trail Elementary School

With these foundational pieces in our history, our expectations for students academically and behaviorally are high. Structured in a way
students can grasp, students at Catawba Trail Elementary School have a R.E.P.utation. Through their actions, work, attitude and beliefs,
students are Respectful, Engaged, and Positive. Rather than an exhaustive list of rules and procedures, all aspects of the day are filtered
through the three-fold REP, requiring children to think through their actions logically to self-regulate their behaviors based on where they are
and on what they need to accomplish.

From developing the master schedule to designing student recognitions, student voice and choice remains central. Our related arts rotation
is unique, with a combination of four day weeks and alternating days. Grades two through five have clubs every Friday during the school day
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for fifty minutes for each grade. Every grade level participates in project-based learning both fall and spring semester, and grades
kindergarten through four each have a full grade level performance once a year with every child on stage.

Our Mentoring Initiatives found in TrailMates, G.E.M.S. and Boys in Bowties each find the unique niche for students needing the support of
affirming adults beyond their family. With strong community and district support, the unique aspects of each program allow for a tailored
match of adult mentor to child for a year-long partnership.

It is known that both traditions and rites of passage are critical in the development of resilient and independent children, and Catawba Trail
has been both both thoughtful and deliberate in the design and inclusion of these types of events. Our traditions include grade level
performances, Father-Daughter Dances and Mother-Son Movie Nights, Back-to School Night and the Honor Roll Celebration. Our rites of
passage include DARE Graduation, Butterfly Release, Awards Ceremony, and Fifth Grade Recognition. With a combination of school events
and family events, each is cherished and yet open to tweaking and refinement each year.

Our most important Catawba Trail tradition, though, is the use of a picture book each year to share the theme for the year with our faculty,
students, families, and community at large. Integral to our school culture, the valued characteristics are made understandable to all. Taking
risks, being unique, making your mark, cherishing the creativity of ideas, utilizing the power of of our words through quotes, and remembering
what is truly important every day, are just the beginning of the key messages embedded in our theme books. We especially love a good title
like this year's, Breathe. With a copy in every classroom, the common thread guides us. More importantly, woven together over the years,
the tightly integrated messages unite us in our mission and vision.
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Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement

Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years. Additionally, describe areas for
improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years.

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle

Remembering each child is a complex being who needs broad, varied experiences encompassing the full-range of the human experience
beyond just academics is reflected in all we do.

Each year we create a signature art piece using the work of every child in the school. This one large piece is installed somewhere in the
building visible to many throughout the day. Like everything we do, it is an outward manifestation of the shared ownership of our education
and the belief in the importance of the whole child.

As we reflected over the last three years during our self study, the data were varied and rich. First and foremost, our academic improvement
has continued to be relatively steady. With the receipt of Palmetto Gold our third year, the challenge since has been changing assessments
preventing a valid comparison and the lack of an overall rating for the report card. In addition, if the assessment instrument has remained the
same, the percentage of students tested has changed, as found in SC PASS. In regards to our ESOL population, we have had the highest
passing rate on their mandatory ESOL testing in the district's elementary schools the last two years, despite the increased difficulty and
change in administration methods.

Our MAP data continue to show our students consistently score higher than the district average RIT score on both reading and math in both
the fall and the spring, but we do not have over 50% of students make their anticipated gains during that time. We show a higher
percentage of students making their gains from spring to spring than from fall to spring, and we attribute that to the school's repeatedly stated
expectation for students to score higher in the fall than they did in the previous spring.

Despite the gains, we continue to have a large percent of our children in the bottom 25% of MAP each fall and spring which is influenced by
transience and poverty. We are thankful our overall scores remain high.

Each year, we open school with a new feature, program, or headliner as part of what our children will associate with that school year. For
example, this summer we installed a 36 foot lateral climbing wall in the PE room. Last year we added steel drums to the arts program and
archery to PE. The year before, we began afterschool intramurals and weekly clubs during school for all children in grades two through five.
This commitment to changing it up allows children, especially younger siblings, to have something new they associate and "own" with a new
school year that an older sibling cannot claim to have "already done."

Our technology integration allows students to experience the power of choice. While our BrightBytes results show strong student competency
results, we still have much room for improvement as we consider ways to transform instruction rather than replace current practice with a
device. By providing Chromebooks for our 1 to 1 initiative, five iPads in every classroom for extension and enrichment, windows laptop carts
for robotics and coding, and MacBook Pros and various digital recorders to increase digital media implementation, students are able to think
through the problem first before choosing the tools to facilitate the solution.

Due to our commitment to the talents and strengths of all children, survey results from parents, teachers and students were broad-ranging in
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comments, while fairly consistent in the positive nature of the responses. Whether it is exposure to arts, athletics, academics, recycling,
gardening or the myriad other opportunities, children love to come to school every day. Because of that, achievement continues to improve.
Everything is connected in regards to critical and creative thinking, and movement and healthy activity are vital for positive brain processing.
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Additional Information

Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not prompted in the previous
sections.

Many schools in Richland School District Two have a magnet designation, either as a whole school, or as a school within a school. Catawba
Trail is not a magnet school and revels in its broad range of offerings providing exposure for all children, both privileged and impoverished. In
an attendance zone where much of the poverty is generational, ensuring the very air children breathe is enriched, insists each child can have
anything they put their mind to-everything is within their grasp if they apply themselves.

Rich with field studies at every grade level, whole school cultural arts performances throughout the year, and real world science for every
day, it is inevitable knowledge is transferred to practice and retained for future use. Vocabulary is practical and rich, conversation and
collaboration are encouraged and thinking outside the box is the norm, for administration, teachers and students.

At Catawba Trail, every child recycles and composts for the whole school, learns to garden from seed to harvest, hatches trout from egg to
Saluda River release, and internalizes their part in sustaining our world. As a Certified Green Steps School, we are home to the 2012
Conservation Teacher of the Year, the 2013 and 2016 Conservation Principal of the Year, and were named 2015 Conservation School of the
Year. Our building is Silver LEED certified, the TREX Recycling Champ in 2014 and 2015, and is designated with the #1 S.C. School
Composting Program.

STEM and STEAM activities abound in every grade level. Children begin with robotics in kindergarten, using Lego Mosaic to duplicate
graphic 3-d design. Using WeeDo in grades one, two and three, they begin actual programming. Mindstorms Lego follows in grade three,
four and five, completing the robotics experience for every child in every grade. The actual Lego team has competed in three separate years
as an afterschool club when parent sponsorship allowed. Coding classes expose children as young as first grade to the basics of computer
logic, with fourth graders receiving instruction in coding during related arts rotation throughout the year.

Due to our varied offerings and high energy staff, we were sought out by Laureate International University. Providing raw footage of our
teachers in action, followed by in-depth interviews of the same teachers regarding instructional methodology and philosophy, the end product
became online educational content sold to on-line universities. The learning for us was as much during the production as in the completed
work, especially when unique 360 degree filming strategies were utilized for the art class segment.

Safety and security are taken seriously, knowing unless children feel safe, they will not be able to learn. Catawba Trail is the only school in
Richland 2 to use the secure child pick-up system, KidGopher. Developed in partnership with the principal, Cynergi provides the system to
our school in exchange for the development work done together.

Our Media Center remains the heart of the school and children in every grade level are immersed in quality instruction in internet literacy,
research skills, author and genre studies, and comprehension competition. Through intensive scheduling, every class in grades two through
five has media time fifty minutes every other week. Kindergarten and first grade have media literacy instruction weekly. The reading
motivation and incentive program through Reading Counts has very high participation and celebrations are a Who's Who of Colt Readers.
Outside support competitions are frequent with basketball tickets and baseball games and other family outings popular rewards for showing
initiative for independent reading.
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The design and implementation of the QuEST Program for academically gifted children continues to provide a goldmine of data as this new
program structure avoids the pitfalls of pull-outs while removing barriers to historically underachieving subgroups of students. This is done by
providing a qualification route that does not require school aptitude measure as a criteria for participation. Children can qualify on
achievement alone. High interest plus high rigor equals student success affectively and academically.

As diverse as the school's offerings appear at first glance, they are the natural outcome of a diverse faculty, a diverse student population,
and an administration grounded in a philosophy of teacher leadership and student voice and choice. All children have gifts and strengths, and
a well-rounded elementary education provides opportunity and exposure so no gift is untapped, unrealized, unknown. Catawba Trail assures
each child knows the reality and believability of its motto: Many Paths to the Future.
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Self Assessment
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Introduction
AdvancED's Self Assessment (SA) diagnostic is based on the AdvancED Standards of Quality, which serves as the foundation of the
accreditation and continuous improvement process. The SA is a valuable tool for collaboratively engaging staff members and stakeholders in
purposeful, honest dialogue and reflection to assess the institution's adherence to the Standards, and guide its continuous improvement
efforts. The SA includes the institution's self-ratings of and the evidence cited for each of the indicators, comments that explain the indicator's
ratings and an overall narrative for each Standard. The results of the SA are reviewed by the External Review Team as one essential
component of the preparation process for the institution's External Review.
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Standard 1: Purpose and Direction
The school maintains and communicates a purpose and direction that commit to high expectations for learning as well as shared values and
beliefs about teaching and learning.
Overall Rating: 2.67
Indicator
1.1

Statement or Question
The school engages in a
systematic, inclusive, and
comprehensive process to
review, revise, and communicate
a school purpose for student
success.

Response
The school has a process for review,
revision, and communication of its
purpose. The process has been
implemented. The process includes
participation by representatives from
stakeholder groups. The purpose
statement focuses primarily on student
success.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 2

•Examples of
communications to
stakeholders about the
school's purpose (i.e.
website, newsletters,
annual report, student
handbook)
•Minutes from meetings
related to development of
the school's purpose
•Documentation or
description of the process
for creating the school's
purpose including the role
of stakeholders
•Purpose statements past and present
•SIC Minutes
Theme Picture Books
CTE 101 document
School Scavenger Hunt
Inservice programs and
field study guides
School Calendars
CTE A-Z
School Dedication
program
Grade Level Meeting
Agenda
One on One Conference
questions and schedules
Blackboard Connect
messages
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1.2

Indicator
1.3

Statement or Question
The school's leadership and staff
commit to a culture that is based
on shared values and beliefs
about teaching and learning and
supports challenging, equitable
educational programs and
learning experiences for all
students that include
achievement of learning, thinking,
and life skills.

Statement or Question
The school's leadership
implements a continuous
improvement process that
provides clear direction for
improving conditions that support
student learning.

Response
Commitment to shared values and
beliefs about teaching and learning is
evident in documentation and decision
making. This commitment is regularly
reflected in communication among
leaders and staff. Challenging
educational programs and equitable
learning experiences are implemented
so that all students achieve learning,
thinking, and life skills necessary for
success. Evidence indicates a
commitment to instructional practices
that include active student engagement,
a focus on depth of understanding, and
the application of knowledge and skills.
School leadership and staff share high
expectations for professional practice.

Evidence
•Agendas and/or minutes
that reference a
commitment to the
components of the
school's statement of
purpose

Response
School leaders implement a
documented, systematic continuous
improvement process for improving
student learning and the conditions that
support learning. All stakeholder groups
are engaged in the process. School
personnel maintain a profile with current
and comprehensive data on student and
school performance. The profile contains
analyses of data used to identify goals
for the improvement of achievement and
instruction that are aligned with the
school's purpose. Improvement goals
have measurable performance targets.
The process includes action planning
that identifies measurable objectives,
strategies, activities, resources, and
timelines for achieving improvement
goals. School leaders hold all school
personnel accountable for and evaluate
the overall quality of the implementation
of all interventions and strategies. The
process is reviewed and evaluated.
Documentation that the process yields
improved student achievement and
instruction is available and
communicated to stakeholders.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•The school's statement of
purpose
•-Master Schedule
-Extensions club list
-Quest criteria
-School musical grade
level program literature
and handouts
-Student videos
-CTE A-Z
-CTE 101
-PTO Newsletters
-Classroom furnishings
and set-up
-Technology plan
-Field study agendas
-Teacher handbook
-Student agenda book
-Faculty Quilt
-Bottle Cap Mural
-Chihuly
-Warhol Hands
Horseshoes
-Science Discovery Center
-Nature Trail"

Rating
Level 3

•The school data profile
•Agenda, minutes from
continuous improvement
planning meetings
•Communication plan and
artifacts that show twoway communication to
staff and stakeholders
•The school continuous
improvement plan
•-School improvement
process
-School improvement
report
-Annual School Report
-Enrich student profile
-Student progress reports
-Grade-level meeting
agendas
-Data Era 5
-School calendar
-DIBELS student report

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
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Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:

Our school is consistently strong in the area of establishing school culture based on shared values and beliefs about teaching and learning
and supports challenging, equitable educational programs and learning experiences for all students that include achievement of learning,
thinking and life skills. Because the school was opened in 2011, everyone who was hired could be interviewed based on the Principal's
Vision. Since that time, current faculty participates in interviews of prospective faculty in order to sustain the shared values and beliefs while
broadening the professional experience, perspective and diversity. Each year the administration selects a picture book shared with every
teacher, every child, all parents, community members, district office staff, and others, which further defines and enhances the shared values
and beliefs in an easily understood vehicle. Taken as a sequential body of work, the books support the school purpose for student success
with clear illustrations of habits and behaviors we must embody as a school and by doing so meet our goals in learning, thinking, and life
skills.
In addition, Catawba Trail is noticeably strong in the implementation of a continuous improvement process that provides clear direction for
improving conditions that support student learning. Through community meetings with parents, one-on-one faculty-principal conferences,
School Improvement Council, Parent Teacher Organization, and other parent leadership teams, both formal and informal data are gathered
monthly and yearly through surveys and conversations. Data meetings are held with the district Teaching & Learning Dept. and the assistant
superintendent yearly. Each grade level meets monthly with the principal to examine both formal and informal data and to plan steps of
action for all parties to more effectively help students succeed.
Instructional decisions, procedures, and management processes are examined for efficacy. Where achievement data have indicated either a
strong need or a superior strength, related staffing decisions are implemented at the end of the current school year. Where school-wide
needs are determined, meetings are held with subgroups to develop possible solutions. The five year school improvement plan is examined
yearly for progress on established timelines for stated goals and associated strategies. The Annual School Report is developed yearly and its
development facilitates consistent examination of all school conditions that support student learning.

Actions to Sustain Areas of Strengths:

Many of the devices and actions used to establish the shared values and beliefs will be continued, including the principal's yearly one-on-one
conference with every certified staff member. The 45 minute conference is preceded by a questionnaire which includes varied queries from
academics to wish lists and everything in between. Faculty is encouraged to suggest questions they would like to see included on the
questionnaire. They fill out the questionnaire and bring it to the conference which serves as the starting point for the dialogue. This one
strategy allows for multiple outcomes because it allows for a tremendous range of observations, initiatives, criticisms, needs, and strengths to
be shared. These conferences now need to include all classified staff members, a group not previously required to conference in this
manner. Yearly theme books will be continued, as they have proven to be highly effective in illustrating and communicating our school
purpose for student success, as well as transmitting the culture. Staff development structured and delivered as we wish to see teachers
design and deliver their instruction is a hallmark of CTE professional development, and this intensive modeling will be continued and
expanded.

Areas in Need of Improvement:

Overall faculty perception of the process for the development, review, revision and communication of a school purpose is mixed and
indicates a need for greater clarity both in communication of actual school purpose language, as well as a formalization, publication and
labeling of the process as it is actually occurring. In the progression of years, the original broad representation of all stakeholders has not
been continued with the same thoroughness and needs to be reconfigured. Ironically, every visitor who comes through the doors of the
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school is immediately aware of the shared purpose and vision and immediately feels the powerfully positive school culture. Regardless of
which classroom they visit, the consistency of purpose is highly evident through practice. However, making this visibly apparent to all through
documentation, publication, and marketing will more resoundingly emphasize our focus on high expectations for student success.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:

In order to actually help the stakeholders know what they are unconsciously communicating and accomplishing at Catawba Trail, a series of
focus groups will be held, using existing artifacts to illuminate what the purpose statement for student success is and to specifically illustrate
how thoroughly it is embedded in practice and demonstrated in every room. Relabeling a synopsis of the Principal's Vision as the School's
Purpose for Student Success will also improve the rating as will outlining the specific review and revision process for inclusion on the school
web site and in the school's handbook. Examination of the Principal's Vision clearly shows all the characteristics embedded in our school
culture and demonstrated in every decision made.
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Standard 2: Governance and Leadership
The school operates under governance and leadership that promote and support student performance and school effectiveness.
Overall Rating: 3.67
Indicator
2.1

Indicator
2.2

Statement or Question
The governing body establishes
policies and supports practices
that ensure effective
administration of the school.

Statement or Question
The governing body operates
responsibly and functions
effectively.

Response
Policies and practices clearly and
directly support the school's purpose and
direction and the effective operation of
the school. Policies and practices
require and have mechanisms in place
for monitoring effective instruction and
assessment that produce equitable and
challenging learning experiences for all
students. There are policies and
practices requiring and giving direction
for professional growth of all staff.
Policies and practices provide clear
requirements, direction for, and
oversight of fiscal management.

Evidence
Rating
•Governing body policies, Level 4
procedures, and practices

Response
The governing body has implemented a
process to evaluate its decisions and
actions to ensure they are in accordance
with defined roles and responsibilities, a
formally adopted code of ethics, and free
of conflict of interest. Governing body
members are required to participate in a
systematic, formal professional
development process regarding the roles
and responsibilities of the governing
body and its individual members. The
professional development curriculum
also includes conflict resolution,
decision-making, supervision and
evaluation, and fiscal responsibility.
Members comply with all policies,
procedures, laws, and regulations and
function as a cohesive unit for the
benefit of student learning.

Evidence
•List of assigned staff for
compliance

•Staff handbooks
•Communications to
stakeholder about policy
revisions
•School handbooks
•District website with
governing body policies
and practices
School Board
meeting minutes and
agendas
Administrator
participation in fall district
inservice with policy
revisions and updates
Administrator
participation in
PowerSchool Incident
Management training.
CTE Staff handbook
CTE calendar with
school handbook

Rating
Level 4

•Governing body policies
on roles and
responsibilities, conflict of
interest
•Governing code of ethics
•District website with
governing body policies
and practices
School Board
meeting minutes and
agendas
School Board
biographies on district
website which includes
assurances and
certifications
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Indicator
2.3

Statement or Question
The governing body ensures that
the school leadership has the
autonomy to meet goals for
achievement and instruction and
to manage day-to-day operations
effectively.

Response
The governing body consistently
protects, supports, and respects the
autonomy of school leadership to
accomplish goals for achievement and
instruction and to manage day-to-day
operations of the school. The governing
body maintains a clear distinction
between its roles and responsibilities
and those of school leadership.

Evidence
Rating
•Roles and responsibilities Level 4
of school leadership
•School improvement plan
developed by the school
•Stakeholder input and
feedback
•Communications
regarding board actions
•Survey results regarding
functions of the governing
body
•Agendas and minutes of
meetings
•School
Improvement Plan
developed by School,
Parent, and Community
leadership
School Improvement
Council meetings and
agendas
School level social
media
CTE Communication
Plan

Indicator
2.4

Statement or Question
Leadership and staff foster a
culture consistent with the
school's purpose and direction.

Response
Leaders and staff deliberately and
consistently align their decisions and
actions toward continuous improvement
to achieve the school's purpose. They
encourage, support, and expect all
students to be held to high standards in
all courses of study. All stakeholders are
collectively accountable for student
learning. School leaders actively and
consistently support and encourage
innovation, collaboration, shared
leadership, and rigorous professional
growth. The culture is characterized by
collaboration and a sense of community
among all stakeholders.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of collaboration Level 4
and shared leadership
•Survey results
•Examples of decisions
aligned with the school's
statement of purpose
•Examples of decisions in
support of the school's
continuous improvement
plan
•Principal's Vision
School's Purpose for
Student Success
SIC Agenda
PTO Agenda
Teacher Collaboration
meeting dates
List of volunteers
Dates of volunteers and
hours
Trailmates Manual
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Indicator
2.5

Statement or Question
Leadership engages stakeholders
effectively in support of the
school's purpose and direction.

Response
Leaders communicate effectively with
appropriate and varied representatives
from stakeholder groups, provide
opportunities for stakeholders to shape
decisions, solicit feedback and respond
to stakeholders, work collaboratively on
school improvement efforts, and provide
and support meaningful leadership roles
for stakeholders. School leaders' efforts
result in measurable, active stakeholder
participation; engagement in the school;
a sense of community; and ownership.

Evidence
•Minutes from meetings
with stakeholders

Rating
Level 3

•Copies of surveys or
screen shots from online
surveys
•Survey responses
•Involvement of
stakeholders in a school
improvement plan
•PTO Agenda
SIC Agenda
School Improvement Plan
Surveys
Volunteer List
Volunteer dates and hours
Pictures from events such
as Skate Night, Colt's
Stampede, Army lunch
and learn

Indicator
2.6

Statement or Question
Leadership and staff supervision
and evaluation processes result
in improved professional practice
and student success.

Response
The focus of the criteria and processes
of supervision and evaluation is
improving professional practice and
improving student success. Supervision
and evaluation processes are regularly
implemented. The results of the
supervision and evaluation processes
are used to monitor and effectively
adjust professional practice and improve
student learning.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of professional Level 3
development offerings and
plans tied specifically to
the results from
supervision and evaluation
•Governing body policy on
supervision and evaluation
•Supervision and
evaluation documents with
criteria for improving
professional practice and
student success noted
•Job specific criteria
•Representative
supervision and evaluation
reports
•SAFE-t Documents
ELEOT instrument
Standardized test results
Evaluation schedule
SLO Documents
GBE documents
Teaching Assistant
Evaluation tool
School Counselor
schedule
Reading Coach schedule

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:
SY 2016-2017
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Richland School District Two is consistently strong in establishing policies and practices that ensure effective administration of the school and
allows for school leaders to have autonomy to accomplish goals for improvement in student learning.

Through partnerships with the PTO, SIC, Fort Jackson, and other business partners, the culture at Catawba Trail is characterized by
collaboration and a sense of community among all stakeholders. Leadership opportunities not only exist for teachers and staff. Student
leadership is paramount. Through clubs, organizations, and extension day activities, students actively produce the morning news show,
serve as peer mentors through our Colt -to- Colt program, formulate and carry out the school's recycling program, amongst many other
things.

Through collaboration between parent leadership groups and school leaders, a strong sense of community and active stakeholder
participation is strong. Evidence can be seen in celebrative community events such as Skate Night, Cici's Night, Boosterthon Fun Run,
Mother-Son Movie Night, Father-Daughter Dance, Field Day, Art Show, and the Colt's Stampede. Leaders communicate via social media,
telephone, text messages, and print in order to solicit feedback and respond to stakeholders. Leadership and staff foster a culture consistent
with Catawba Trail's purpose and direction.

Actions to Sustain Areas of Strengths:

Many of the actions used to establish the shared values and beliefs will be continued, including school and business partnerships. Fort
Jackson's Lunch and Learn program provides mentoring and community building. Soldiers and battalions participate in "Operation Field
Day"--an annual event of competition and fun games for students. Teachers and parents can enjoy the community building event while
military personnel carry out the games and encourage the students.

Monthly grade level meetings with administration and weekly teacher grade level meetings will continue with the goals of assessing student
performance, providing direction and pacing, and promote and support student performance and school effectiveness.

Areas in Need of Improvement:
Based on this school self assessment, overall faculty perception of the teacher observation and evaluation process is mixed and indicates a
need for greater clarity both in communication of feedback as well as consistency and timeliness of instructional feedback.

Catawba Trail's purpose and direction is evident to every visitor who comes through the doors of the school. Regardless of which classroom
they visit, the consistency of purpose is highly evident through quality teaching and learning. However, making this clearly evident through
documentation, publication, social media, and marketing will incontestably make it apparent to all stakeholders the school's leadership focus
on rigor, relationships, and relevance.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:

One specific action that will be taken to improve the area of need related to timeliness of instructional feedback based on observations, an
observation schedule will be designed and implemented. The administrator responsible for specific teacher observations and the dates of
their scheduled visits will be clearly documented in the schedule. School leaders will be held accountable for walk-throughs and
observations. The schedule will be internally published. School leaders will consistently provide timely feedback of eleot© observations
through email at the conclusion of each observation.

A series of focus groups will be held using existing artifacts to explain the purpose statement for students success and will specifically
SY 2016-2017
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illustrate how thoroughly it is embedded in practice and demonstrated in every classroom. Individuals will be assigned to update social media
sources regularly as well as outlining the school's purpose for student success on all internal and external documentation. School leadership
will publicly promote and support student performance and school effectiveness.
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Standard 3: Teaching and Assessing for Learning
The school's curriculum, instructional design, and assessment practices guide and ensure teacher effectiveness and student learning.
Overall Rating: 3.0
Indicator
3.1

Statement or Question
The school's curriculum provides
equitable and challenging
learning experiences that ensure
all students have sufficient
opportunities to develop learning,
thinking, and life skills that lead to
success at the next level.

Response
Curriculum and learning experiences in
each course/class provide all students
with challenging and equitable
opportunities to develop learning skills,
thinking skills, and life skills. There is
some evidence to indicate curriculum
and learning experiences prepare
students for success at the next level.
Like courses/classes have equivalent
learning expectations. Some learning
activities are individualized for each
student in a way that supports
achievement of expectations.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Lesson plans
•Posted learning
objectives
•Representative samples
of student work across
courses
•-Kindergarten garden
research PBL
-SLO results
-DIBELS Home Connect
-Eureka! Math
-R2K2 Literacy Curriculum
class
-Classroom libraries
labeled by lexile
-National Visual Arts
standards
-Student literacy displays
outside classrooms
-SDE survey results
-Differentiated instruction
planning in lesson plans
-Standards and objectives
on whiteboards
-Articulation meetings
during school PD
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Indicator
3.2

Statement or Question
Curriculum, instruction, and
assessment are monitored and
adjusted systematically in
response to data from multiple
assessments of student learning
and an examination of
professional practice.

Response
Using data from student assessments
and an examination of professional
practice, school personnel monitor and
adjust curriculum, instruction, and
assessment to ensure vertical and
horizontal alignment and alignment with
the school's goals for achievement and
instruction and statement of purpose.
There is a process in place to ensure
alignment each time curriculum,
instruction, and/or assessments are
reviewed or revised. The continuous
improvement process ensures that
vertical and horizontal alignment as well
as alignment with the school's purpose
are maintained and enhanced in
curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

Evidence
•Curriculum guides

Rating
Level 3

•A description of the
systematic review process
for curriculum, instruction,
and assessment
•Common assessments
•Standards-based report
cards
•Surveys results
•Products – scope and
sequence, curriculum
maps
•Lesson plans aligned to
the curriculum
•-Data binders
-Student progress reports
-DRA
-DIBELS
-Classroom assessments
-Student products/projects
-Teacher scavenger hunts
-Monthly grade-level
meetings
-Dominie
-Lesson plan binders
-Reading A-Z
-Teacher observation
notes
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Indicator
3.3

Statement or Question
Teachers engage students in
their learning through
instructional strategies that
ensure achievement of learning
expectations.

Response
Teachers plan and use instructional
strategies that require student
collaboration, self-reflection, and
development of critical thinking skills.
Teachers personalize instructional
strategies and interventions to address
individual learning needs of students
when necessary. Teachers use
instructional strategies that require
students to apply knowledge and skills,
integrate content and skills with other
disciplines, and use technologies as
instructional resources and learning
tools.

Evidence
•Teacher evaluation
criteria

Rating
Level 3

•Agenda items addressing
these strategies
•Professional development
focused on these
strategies
•Authentic assessments
•Examples of teacher use
of technology as an
instructional resource
•Examples of student use
of technology as a learning
tool
•Student work
demonstrating the
application of knowledge
•Findings from supervisor
walk-thrus and
observations
•Surveys results
•Interdisciplinary projects
•-Individualized visual
schedules and
expectations
-Student reading
conference record sheets
-Take home math and
reading books/materials
-Symbaloo
-Teacher technology
badges
-SDE survey results
-School PD agendas
-ELEOT results
-PBL showcase products
-QR code activities
-Rotation Day project
displays
-District professional
development course
catalogs/ PD Express
listing
-School-wide art project
-Fitness-gram
-Grade-level performances
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Indicator
3.4

Statement or Question
School leaders monitor and
support the improvement of
instructional practices of teachers
to ensure student success.

Response
School leaders formally and consistently
monitor instructional practices through
supervision and evaluation procedures
to ensure that they 1) are aligned with
the school's values and beliefs about
teaching and learning, 2) are teaching
the approved curriculum, 3) are directly
engaged with all students in the
oversight of their learning, and 4) use
content-specific standards of
professional practice.

Evidence
•Curriculum maps

Rating
Level 3

•Supervision and
evaluation procedures
•Peer or mentoring
opportunities and
interactions
•Surveys results
•Examples of
improvements to
instructional practices
resulting from the
evaluation process
•Administrative classroom
observation protocols and
logs
•-Observation logs
-ELEOT results
-Teacher conference notes
-Grade-level meeting
notes
-Administrator notecards
-Internal mentoring
-Leadership days
-SDE survey results
-Teacher collaboration
posters from faculty
meetings
-Teacher artifact labeling
and scavenger hunts
-Quarterly collaborative
planning for each team
-School-wide themes
through picture books
-Technology Tuesday
agendas
-School-wide multi-cultural
programs
-Administrative open-door
policy
-Monthly grade-level
meetings
-CTE 101
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Indicator
3.5

Statement or Question
Teachers participate in
collaborative learning
communities to improve
instruction and student learning.

Response
All members of the school staff
participate in collaborative learning
communities that meet both informally
and formally. Collaboration often occurs
across grade levels and content areas.
Staff members have been trained to
implement a formal process that
promotes discussion about student
learning. Learning from, using, and
discussing the results of inquiry
practices such as action research, the
examination of student work, reflection,
study teams, and peer coaching occur
regularly among most school personnel.
School personnel indicate that
collaboration causes improvement
results in instructional practice and
student performance.

Evidence
Rating
•Examples of cross
Level 3
curricular projects,
interdisciplinary
instruction, and classroom
action research project
•Common language,
protocols and reporting
tools
•Agendas and minutes of
collaborative learning
committees
•Calendar/schedule of
learning community
meetings
•Survey results
•Peer coaching guidelines
and procedures
•Examples of
improvements to content
and instructional practice
resulting from
collaboration
•-Collaborative planning
day agendas
-PBL units
-Blended learning units
-Interactive bulletin boards
-Grade-level meeting
notes with student work
samples
-Monthly Google Calendar
-Summer team
collaboration minutes
-Photos of cross gradelevel projects/mentoring of
students
-BAB literacy buddies
-FitBit challenges
-Coach's Corner
-SDE survey results
-Related arts rotation
schedule
-Extension day listings
-School-wide art
installations
-Golden footprints
-CTE A to Z
-GBE peer observation
protocol
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Indicator
3.6

Statement or Question
Teachers implement the school's
instructional process in support of
student learning.

Response
All teachers use an instructional process
that informs students of learning
expectations and standards of
performance. Exemplars are often
provided to guide and inform students.
The process includes multiple measures,
including formative assessments, to
inform the ongoing modification of
instruction and provide data for possible
curriculum revision. The process
provides students with specific and
timely feedback about their learning.

Evidence
•Examples of learning
expectations and
standards of performance

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Examples of
assessments that
prompted modification in
instruction
•Samples of exemplars
used to guide and inform
student learning
•"-Daily instructional
agendas
-Morning meeting
-Student work samples
-Use of Hovercam
-Daily admin. chat on
news show
-MAP goal setting
-Enrich analysis with
admin.
-SDE surveys
-School data notebook
-Grade-level meeting
notes on modifications
-Formative assessments
-Student progress reports
-IAT notes"
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Indicator
3.7

Statement or Question
Mentoring, coaching, and
induction programs support
instructional improvement
consistent with the school's
values and beliefs about teaching
and learning.

Response
School personnel are engaged in
mentoring, coaching, and induction
programs that are consistent with the
school's values and beliefs about
teaching, learning, and the conditions
that support learning. These programs
set expectations for all school personnel
and include measures of performance.

Evidence
Rating
•Records of meetings and Level 3
walk thrus/feedback
sessions
•Survey results
•Professional learning
calendar with activities for
instructional support of
new staff
•Descriptions and
schedules of mentoring,
coaching, and induction
programs with references
to school beliefs and
values about teaching and
learning
•Personnel manuals with
information related to new
hires including mentoring,
coaching, and induction
practices
•-Richland 2 Instructional
Coaches for all
instructional areas and
levels
-R2 mentoring program
using NBC teachers
-Induction calendar
-Chocolate bowl
-Team meeting notes
-Grade-level meetings
-Open Door admin. policy
-CTE 101
-CTE A to Z
-School culture picture
books
-Additional supply budget
for induction teachers
-Google Calendar
-Teacher handbook
-SDE survey results
-Principal conference
questionaire
-School map with room
placement highlighted
-Example of induction
teacher roll
-Coaches
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Indicator
3.8

Statement or Question
The school engages families in
meaningful ways in their
children's education and keeps
them informed of their children's
learning progress.

Response
Programs that engage families in
meaningful ways in their children's
education are designed and
implemented. School personnel regularly
inform families of their children's learning
progress.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Volunteer program with
variety of options for
participation
•List of varied activities
and communications
modes with families, e.g.,
info portal, online,
newsletters, parent
centers, academic nights,
open house, early release
days
•Calendar outlining when
and how families are
provided information on
child's progress
•"-PTO volunteer
documents
-PTO agendas
-SIC agendas
-Trailmates
-Sample letters from
principal
-Copy of school calendar
and handbook
-KidGopher
-BlackBoard Connect
-SDE survey results
-SDE SC state standards
by grade-level
-Progress reports
-Report cards
-Interim reports
-Post-card mailer
-Daily red folder
-School improvement plan
-Annual School Report to
Parents
-Grade-level
performances"

Indicator
3.9

Statement or Question
The school has a formal structure
whereby each student is well
known by at least one adult
advocate in the school who
supports that student's
educational experience.

Response
School personnel participate in a
structure that gives them long-term
interaction with individual students,
allowing them to build strong
relationships over time with the student.
All students may participate in the
structure. The structure allows the
school employee to gain insight into and
serve as an advocate for the student's
needs regarding learning skills, thinking
skills, and life skills.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•-IAT structure
-Check-in/check-out roster
-Trail-Mates folder
-School calendar
-SDE survey results
-Classroom rolls
-Extension rosters
-Morning routine
-Test score reports
-Small group listing
-Guidance classroom
-Master schedule
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Indicator
3.10

Indicator
3.11

Statement or Question
Grading and reporting are based
on clearly defined criteria that
represent the attainment of
content knowledge and skills and
are consistent across grade
levels and courses.

Statement or Question
All staff members participate in a
continuous program of
professional learning.

Response
Teachers use common grading and
reporting policies, processes, and
procedures based on clearly defined
criteria that represent each student's
attainment of content knowledge and
skills. These policies, processes, and
procedures are implemented
consistently across grade levels and
courses. Stakeholders are aware of the
policies, processes, and procedures.
The policies, processes, and procedures
are regularly evaluated.

Evidence
•Survey results

Response
All staff members participate in a
continuous program of professional
learning that is aligned with the school's
purpose and direction. Professional
development is based on an assessment
of needs of the school. The program
builds capacity among all professional
and support staff. The program is
systematically evaluated for
effectiveness in improving instruction,
student learning, and the conditions that
support learning.

Evidence
•Results of evaluation of
professional learning
program.

Rating
Level 3

•Sample communications
to stakeholders about
grading and reporting
•Policies, processes, and
procedures on grading and
reporting
•-Report cards
-Progress reports
-Interim reports
-Parent Portal screenshot
-District pacing guides
-SC state curriculum
standards
-District handbook
-District grading policy
-Standardized score
reports paired with report
card grades

Rating
Level 3

•Evaluation tools for
professional learning
•Survey results
•-PBL sustained support
visits
-T for 2 classes
-District inservice
-Summer Institute
-Technology Summit
-Paraprofessional
sessions
-SCEOP
-ISTE
-Technology Leadership
sessions
-Book studies
-School-level PD Plan
-District-level PD Plan
-School Reading Plan
-SDE survey results
-Recertification roster
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Indicator
3.12

Statement or Question
The school provides and
coordinates learning support
services to meet the unique
learning needs of students.

Response
School personnel use data to identify
unique learning needs of all students at
all levels of proficiency as well as other
learning needs (such as second
languages). School personnel stay
current on research related to unique
characteristics of learning (such as
learning styles, multiple intelligences,
personality type indicators) and provide
or coordinate related learning support
services to all students.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•List of learning support
services and student
population served by such
services
•Training and professional
learning related to
research on unique
characteristics of learning
•Data used to identify
unique learning needs of
students
•-Student rosters for E.D.
S.C. classrooms
-Student roster for AU1
classroom
-Student roster for preschool AU classroom
-Rosters for Resource
teachers
-Rosters for speech
teacher
-Rosters for students
served in Tier Two
interventions
-Sample IEP's and 504's
-PD agendas
-SDE survey data
-Master schedule
-Colt Tracker
-Fundations
-LLIC
-FBA's
-BIP's

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:
Through the incorporation of STEMS activities, student performance, environmental awareness, steel drums, school-wide art installations,
and more, students receive a broad exposure prior to moving to middle school. Catawba Trail's master schedule is uniquely designed to
increase the amount of time in related arts classes. In addition, the core content time is organized to minimize interruptions and maximize
flexibility for teachers, which allows for more complex units of study to be implemented.

Project-based learning, authentic technology integration, multiple field studies at every grade, and student presentations provide high interest
vehicles for rigorous curriculum. The provision of collaborative planning time for every grade level results in units of study which incorporate
more creative thinking activities and fewer paper/pencil assessments.

Richland Two has developed an unmatched induction program and has now incorporated mentoring/coaching training for National Board
Certified teachers. This program combined with a campus mindset of "everyone supports" has resulted in open classroom doors buildingwide. Since our first year, we have partnered with U.S.C. to host student teachers, and the school culture embraces the philosophy of
growing the profession. To teach something is the most powerful way to become even more knowledgeable, even teaching about teaching.
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Newsletters from each teacher weekly, student performances, PBL Showcase events, and TrailMates student mentoring are only the first
steps of the family engagement trail. The school regularly logs over 5000+ volunteer hours a year. Literacy Nights, World Culture
presentations, Disc Golf events, and Spring Stampede are all well-attended, as are Father/Daughter Dance, Mother/Son Movie night, and
family night at the book fair.

Starting every day by reporting directly to homeroom sets the foundation for our three R's-Relationships, Relevance and Rigor. The
homeroom teacher becomes the anchor and the classroom the home, with children understanding they need to take the time to settle into
their day. A calm start allows them to be organized and focused, which results in greater productivity and achievement.

Actions to Sustain Areas of Strengths:
The faculty lives by the phrase, "In what ways might we…" We will continue to broaden opportunities for professional development in
differentiated instruction. This initiative or new instructional approach will only better support their penchant for risk-taking in their curriculum
design. We will continue to enhance student opportunities by creating free time for additional adults to share in Friday clubs. With each
interview for a new employee, the question of hobbies is tossed out ever so casually so we can be strategic in our desire to branch out even
further in the area of student opportunities.

Areas in Need of Improvement:
Examination of our evidence showed many types of assessment and our positive responses to student performance. Refinement of
processes and timelines in regards to vertical alignment needs to be more strategic.

Evidence showed immediate implementation of needed improvements to instructional practices are already taking place by examining MAP
scores and through teacher observations. However, perception of the "paper-chase" mindset of collection of lesson plans or lack thereof
raised a question. In verbiage, often the rating is tied to the specific rating being given.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:
As with many practices at Catawba Trail, development of a more defined, lesson plan document with specific language regarding processes
and procedures will accomplish much to help understanding and smooth, effective implementation of vertical articulation meetings. More
structured observation tools and schedules will also streamline and clarify what must sometimes appear to be plain random actions in
regards to curricular decisions even though they were actually based on observations and data analysis.

Overall, test data, student performance, and a robust instructional program with a rich course offering delivered by an incredible faculty make
Standard 3 a pride point for Catawba Trail. As with any teaching cadre passionate about continuous improvement, they are able to find so
many possibilities to enhance day-to-day practice. In every self-study session, there was a tendency to question if there is a "process" or
"procedure," yet the outcome speaks for itself.

In closing, it was especially interesting to note for a faculty that is so incredibly conversational with everyone, highly verbal is an
understatement. As a result, collaboration is constant. It is the conversation started as stakeholders walk in from the parking lot or the
brainstorm as they walk with children at lunch. But just as noted on so many other points, they do not even realize the habits of mind they'
have developed-that they take every opportunity to think together and what results for our children…magic.
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Standard 4: Resources and Support Systems
The school has resources and provides services that support its purpose and direction to ensure success for all students.
Overall Rating: 3.29
Indicator
4.1

Statement or Question
Qualified professional and
support staff are sufficient in
number to fulfill their roles and
responsibilities necessary to
support the school's purpose,
direction, and the educational
program.

Response
Policies, processes, and procedures
ensure that school leaders have access
to, hire, place, and retain qualified
professional and support staff. School
leaders systematically determine the
number of personnel necessary to fill all
the roles and responsibilities necessary
to support the school purpose,
educational programs, and continuous
improvement. Sustained fiscal resources
are available to fund positions critical to
achieve the purpose and direction of the
school.

Evidence
•School budgets for the
last three years

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Policies, processes,
procedures and other
documentation related to
the hiring, placement and
retention of professional
and support staff
•Assessments of staffing
needs
•Documentation of highly
qualified staff
•RTI Schedule
ESOL Schedule
PTO gifts and
support
Graduate courses
taught by district staff
Questionnaire given
to candidates
National Board
Certified teachers
School budgets for
the last three years
Documentation of
highly qualified staff
Survey results
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Indicator
4.2

Statement or Question
Instructional time, material
resources, and fiscal resources
are sufficient to support the
purpose and direction of the
school.

Response
Instructional time, material resources,
and fiscal resources are focused on
supporting the purpose and direction of
the school. Instructional time is protected
in policy and practice. School leaders
work to secure material and fiscal
resources to meet the needs of all
students. School leaders demonstrate
that instructional time, material
resources, and fiscal resources are
allocated so that all students have
equitable opportunities to attain
challenging learning expectations.
Efforts toward the continuous
improvement of instruction and
operations include achieving the school's
purpose and direction.

Evidence
•Examples of efforts of
school leaders to secure
necessary material and
fiscal resources

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•School schedule
•Alignment of budget with
school purpose and
direction
•School calendar
•Technology
Inventory
Collaborative
Planning Time
PTO gifts
Consumables
Communication
folders
Half Day planning
schedule
Extension
Boosterthon
Grants
SIC agendas
School schedule and
school calendar
Survey results
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Indicator
4.3

Statement or Question
The school maintains facilities,
services, and equipment to
provide a safe, clean, and healthy
environment for all students and
staff.

Response
School leaders have adopted or created
clear expectations for maintaining safety,
cleanliness, and a healthy environment
and have shared these definitions and
expectations with stakeholders. School
personnel and students are accountable
for maintaining these expectations.
Measures are in place that allow for
continuous tracking of these conditions.
Improvement plans are developed and
implemented by appropriate personnel
as necessary to improve these
conditions. Results of improvement
efforts are evaluated.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Documentation of
emergency procedures
such as fire drills,
evacuation and other
emergency procedures.
•System for maintenance
requests
•Maintenance schedules
•Safety committee
responsibilities, meeting
schedules, and minutes
•Recycling Program
Stepladders in pods
Recycling bins
Safety Discussions
Emergency Cards
Outdoor is as
important as the inside
Outdoor classroom
mats and covered areas
Walkie Talkies
Safety Drills
Maintenance
schedules
System for
maintenance requests
Safety committee
responsibilities, meeting
schedules and minutes
Documentation of
emergency procedures
such as fire drills,etc
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Indicator
4.4

Statement or Question
Students and school personnel
use a range of media and
information resources to support
the school's educational
programs.

Response
All students and school personnel have
access to an exceptional collection of
media and information resources
necessary to achieve the educational
programs of the school. Qualified
personnel in sufficient numbers are
available to assist students and school
personnel in learning about the tools and
locations for finding and retrieving
information.

Evidence
•Budget related to media
and information resource
acquisition

Rating
Level 4

•Survey results
•Data on media and
information resources
available to students and
staff
•Schedule of staff
availability to assist
students and school
personnel related to
finding and retrieving
information
•Data on media and
information resources
available to students and
staff
Technology and
Learning Coach
Professional Development
Schedule and Calendar
Budget related to
media and information
resource acquisition
Survey results
Collaboration Days
Google Calendar
Budget
Classroom
Newsletters
School Web page
Twitter
ConnectEd
Teacher Websites
Print Calendars
Marquee
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Indicator
4.5

Statement or Question
The technology infrastructure
supports the school's teaching,
learning, and operational needs.

Response
The technology infrastructure is modern,
fully functional, and meets the teaching,
learning, and operational needs of all
stakeholders. School personnel develop
and administer needs assessments and
use the resulting data to develop and
implement a technology plan to
continuously improve technology
services and infrastructure.

Evidence
•Technology plan and
budget to improve
technology services and
infrastructure

Rating
Level 4

•Assessments to inform
development of technology
plan
•Survey results
•Policies relative to
technology use
•Technology plan and
budget to improve
technology services and
infrastructure
Assessments to
inform development of
technology plan
Policies relative to
technology use
Survey results
1 to 1 Computing
iPads in every
classroom
Technology use
survey and BrightBytes
Survey
iSafe lessons
GoPro
MacBooks
Coding Extension
Class
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Indicator
4.6

Statement or Question
The school provides support
services to meet the physical,
social, and emotional needs of
the student population being
served.

Response
School personnel implement a process
to determine the physical, social, and
emotional needs of each student in the
school. School personnel provide or
coordinate programs to meet the needs
of students as necessary. Measures of
program effectiveness are in place, and
school personnel use the data from
these measures to evaluate all
programs. Improvement plans related to
these programs are designed and
implemented when needed to more
effectively meet the needs of students.

Evidence
•Student assessment
system for identifying
student needs

Rating
Level 3

•Agreements with school
community agencies for
student-family support
•Survey results
•Schedule of family
services, e.g., parent
classes, survival skills
•Social classes and
services, e.g., bullying,
character education
•List of support services
available to students
•Memorandum of
Agreement with Columbia
Area Mental Health
Referral system to
Family Intervention
Services
Social classes and
services, e.g., bullying,
character education
Student assessment
system for identifying
student needs
Schedule of family
services and curriculum
nights, e.g., parent
classes, Literacy Night
Survey results
Social Worker
Speech Language
Pathologists
Parent Educator
Registered Nurse
-
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Indicator
4.7

Statement or Question
The school provides services that
support the counseling,
assessment, referral, educational,
and career planning needs of all
students.

Response
School personnel implement a process
to determine the counseling,
assessment, referral, educational, and
career planning needs of all students.
School personnel provide or coordinate
programs necessary to meet the needs
of students whenever possible.
Measures of program effectiveness are
in place, and school personnel use the
data from these measures to evaluate all
programs. Improvement plans related to
these programs are designed and
implemented when needed to more
effectively meet the needs of students.

Evidence
•List of services available
related to counseling,
assessment, referral,
educational, and career
planning

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Budget for counseling,
assessment, referral,
educational and career
planning
•Description of IEP
process
•Description of referral
process
•Needs assessments
Personality/career
idea sites
Rainbow Fish
Mentoring groups
RTI
Resource
Columbia Area
Mental Health Partnership
Literacy Coach
Schedule
Mentoring Groups
Military Partnership

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:

Catawba Trail Elementary School is consistently strong in providing resources and services that support its purpose and direction to ensure
success for all students. With a systematic teacher candidate selection process which involves a paper screening of the application, writing
sample and team interview, highly qualified staff are identified to join the CTE staff. On Extension days, the students choose clubs and
activities that have been designed based on their interests. The Extension days take place every Friday for second through fifth graders
during their regular Related Arts times. Students choose from Choir to Intramurals, Robotics to Art Club and many others which pique
student interests.
CTE prides itself on its safe, clean, and healthy environment for all students and staff. Our school principal has received the distinction of
Conservation Principal of the Year as a result of her vision for a successful recycling programs and innovative learning opportunities for
students. Outdoor classroom space, greenhouse and garden have been designed for students to collaborate with their classmates. Also,
healthy competition exists between faculty and students through Fitbit step challenges and weight loss/workout competitions. The addition of
our Climbing Wall and the fourth playground on campus accentuate the healthy environment that exists at Catawba Trail.

A full-time, National Board Certified Technology Learning Coach provides technical support and assists teachers with digital curriculum.
Twitter Tuesdays exist for parents and community members to digitally visit our classrooms and see a day in the life of a Catawba Trail Colt.
Our Media Specialist teaches many classes through the Related Arts schedule but also makes time to teach research and digital skills for all
grade levels. Additionally, a flexible media center schedule exists for students to self-checkout books, to relax and read in the Media Center.
One-to-one computing exists in all third through fifth grade classrooms while other grade levels have Chromebooks available for use as well.
SY 2016-2017
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Five iPads exist in all classrooms in addition to Smartboards and hovercams. Teachers have the opportunity to check out MacBook pros,
Samsung digital cameras, and GoPro cameras.
Catawba Trail provides support services to meet the physical, social and emotional needs of all our students in addition to meeting the
counseling, assessment, referral, educational, and career planning needs of students. Staff include a school counselor, social worker, parent
educator, two speech-language pathologists, itinerant occupational therapist, Registered Nurse, Reading Coach, and partnerships with many
businesses and community partners to provide mentoring for students. A memorandum of agreement also exists with Columbia Area Mental
Health providing a mental health counselor to meet with identified students at the school. Classroom guidance lessons on bullying,
friendship, character education, and social skills take place in all classrooms. There is a formal referral process for staff to utilize if there are
concerns with students academic and behavioral progress. Also, a certified teacher works with teaching assistants to provide interventions
and use curriculum to build foundational skills for at-risk students.

Actions to Sustain Areas of Strengths:
Many of the programs and activities at Catawba Trail will continue as we utilize our resources to support and ensure success for all students.
We will continue to broaden opportunities for professional development in using technology and explore best practices with digital learning. A
comprehensive communication plan is being created to identify best uses of social media and online resources to allow stakeholders to
better. understand our school's purpose and direction and support the school's educational programs.

Areas in Need of Improvement:
Faculty overall perception of sufficient support staff to fulfill roles and responsibilities necessary to support the school's purpose, direction and
the educational program was discussed with concern. Many staff members felt that more substitute teachers are needed to cover for
teachers who are sick and/or have meetings. Many times, teaching assistants are asked to substitute for the absent teacher. As a result, the
teaching assistants are not able to fulfill their own roles and responsibilities. Students' needs are not being met in the Response to
Intervention programs or the Media Center.
The referral process and Intervention Assistance Team roles have not been clear in the past. Teachers have questioned when to refer
students for intervention and teachers get frustrated with the process as students continue to struggle in classrooms.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:
A systematic plan to address the pulling of teaching assistants to cover classes is being established by teacher leaders. It is extremely
important for services to not be disrupted by pulling teaching assistants from their areas of need as these areas support the purpose and
direction to ensure success for all students. Meetings, where classroom coverage may be needed, must take place during the teacher's
planning periods and agendas must be created so the meetings will be concise and succinct. When there is a teacher absence and a
substitute shortage, homeroom classes still need to be covered and will be addressed through the systematic plan.
As with many practices at Catawba Trail, development of a more defined referral and IAT document with specific language regarding
processes and procedures will help with understanding the process and boost morale among faculty and staff. Hiring a new school counselor
and the addition of a new school psychologist to CTE this school year has energized the faculty and boosted their confidence with the
procedures and process. Newly implemented forms and agendas for meetings will address this area in need of improvement.
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Standard 5: Using Results for Continuous Improvement
The school implements a comprehensive assessment system that generates a range of data about student learning and school effectiveness
and uses the results to guide continuous improvement.
Overall Rating: 3.0
Indicator
5.1

Statement or Question
The school establishes and
maintains a clearly defined and
comprehensive student
assessment system.

Response
School personnel maintain and use an
assessment system that produces data
from multiple assessment measures,
including locally developed and
standardized assessments about
student learning and school
performance. The system ensures
consistent measurement across
classrooms and courses. Most
assessments, especially those related to
student learning, are proven reliable and
bias free. The system is regularly
evaluated for reliability and effectiveness
in improving instruction, student
learning, and the conditions that support
learning.

Evidence
•Documentation or
description of evaluation
tools/protocols

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Evidence that
assessments are reliable
and bias free
•Systematic Data
Use at CTE handout/flier
for teachers
Grade level
meetings to discuss data
Survey results
Grade level MAP
data reports
Class MAP data
reports
SC Ready grade
level data reports
SC PASS grade
level data reports
Kindergarten/1st
grade data folders
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Indicator
5.2

Statement or Question
Professional and support staff
continuously collect, analyze, and
apply learning from a range of
data sources, including
comparison and trend data about
student learning, instruction,
program evaluation, and
organizational conditions.

Response
Systematic processes and procedures
for collecting, analyzing, and applying
learning from multiple data sources are
used consistently by professional and
support staff. Data sources include
comparison and trend data that provide
a complete picture of student learning,
instruction, the effectiveness of
programs, and the conditions that
support learning. School personnel use
data to design, implement, and evaluate
continuous improvement plans to
improve student learning, instruction, the
effectiveness of programs, and
organizational conditions.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Examples of use of data
to design, implement, and
evaluate continuous
improvement plans and
apply learning
•List of data sources
related to student learning,
instruction, program
effectiveness, and
conditions that support
learning
•District level training
for staff Systematic Data
Use at CTE handout/flier
for teachers
Grade level
meetings to discuss data
Survey results
Grade level MAP
data reports
Class MAP data
reports
SC Ready grade
level data reports
SC PASS grade
level data reports
Kindergarten/1st
grade data folders

Indicator
5.3

Statement or Question
Professional and support staff are
trained in the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of data.

Response
All professional and support staff
members are assessed and trained in a
rigorous professional development
program related to the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of data.

Evidence
•Documentation of
attendance and training
related to data use

Rating
Level 3

•Survey results
•Training materials specific
to the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of
data
•Systematic Data
Use at CTE handout/flier
for teachers
District level
professional development
by academic staff
Grade level
meetings to discuss data
Survey results
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Indicator
5.4

Statement or Question
The school engages in a
continuous process to determine
verifiable improvement in student
learning, including readiness for
and success at the next level.

Response
Policies and procedures describe a
process for analyzing data that
determine verifiable improvement in
student learning, including readiness for
and success at the next level. Results
indicate improvement, and school
personnel consistently use these results
to design, implement, and evaluate the
results of continuous improvement
action plans related to student learning,
including readiness for and success at
the next level.

Evidence
•Student surveys

Rating
Level 3

•Agendas, minutes of
meetings related to
analysis of data
•Examples of use of
results to evaluate
continuous improvement
action plans
•Evidence of student
readiness for the next level
•Evidence of student
growth
•Evidence of student
success at the next level
•Evidence of student
growth
Faculty meetings to
discuss and analyze data
Grade level
meetings to discuss data
Systematic Data Use
at CTE handout/flier for
stakeholders
Conduct eleot
observations, email results
immediately to teachers
Grade level MAP
data reports including
growth reports
Class MAP data
reports including growth
reports
SC Ready & PASS
grade level data reports
Kindergarten/1st grade
data folders
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Indicator
5.5

Statement or Question
Leadership monitors and
communicates comprehensive
information about student
learning, conditions that support
student learning, and the
achievement of school
improvement goals to
stakeholders.

Response
Leaders monitor comprehensive
information about student learning,
conditions that support student learning,
and the achievement of school
improvement goals. Leaders regularly
communicate results using multiple
delivery methods to all stakeholder
groups.

Evidence
•Survey results

Rating
Level 3

•Sample communications
to stakeholders regarding
student learning,
conditions that support
learning, and achievement
of school improvement
goals
•Executive summaries of
student learning reports to
stakeholder groups
•Conduct eleot
observations, email results
immediately to teachers
Evaluation and Walk
thru schedule
Systematic Data Use
at CTE handout/flier for
teachers including
communication plan
Annual Report to
stakeholders
School Improvement
Council meetings and
agendas

Reflect upon your responses to each of the indicators and performance levels by considering and responding to the following
questions when drafting your narrative response. Use language from the performance level descriptions to guide your writing.
Cite sources of evidence External Review team members may be interested in reviewing.

Areas of Strength:
Catawba Trail has a strong focus on the importance of using results for continuous improvement. With a cleanly delineated standardized
assessment system implemented at the state level supplemented by diagnostic scaffold assessments at the district level, the access to
reliable, consistent and unbiased data for all students is the foundation. Since these instruments are research-based, the assurance of
results being evaluated for consistently supporting efforts to improve instruction, student learning, and the conditions that support learning is
evident These instruments include but are not limited to MAP, SC-PASS, SC READY, DRA, DRA 2, DIAL-4, GOLD, CogAT, Ravens,
ACCESS, and Iowa. A district test coordinator assures consistency of training for the school test coordinator. The school test coordinator
assures consistency of training for all certified and classified staff involved in administration.

Catawba Trail staff relies on additional assessments to measure student learning. Reading A-Z, Dominie, Easy CBM, DTORF, STAR, and
Lexia are also used. Training for these assessments are provided by both district curriculum content coaches and reading coaches to assure
consistency of implementation and interpretation at the school level. A variety of classroom observation tools such as eleot© , SAFE-T,
ADEPT and instructional walk-throughs provide data on climate and instructional methodology. District and state level surveys also provide
valuable information regarding student achievement, school culture and climate, teacher and administrator communication, and student
perceptions on education quality, rigor, and environment.

Assessment of student work is ongoing and is based on South Carolina curriculum standards. Using the district pacing guides and South
Carolina Blueprints to assist with rigor and Depth of Knowledge assures students gain readiness and success at the next level. Students
receive report cards as well as standardized test score parent reports. At kindergarten and first grade, the use of rubrics connected to the
standards based progress report assures each child is assessed for continuous progress and that results are shared with parents.
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Regular collaboration in a variety of groupings through team meetings, grade level meetings, faculty meetings and half-day whole school
collaboration provides opportunities to analyze data and trends to determine instructional and program effectiveness, both currently and in
regards to the school improvement goals overall. These same meetings provide opportunities for teachers to participate in professional
development to further hone skills needed for effective analysis of data. District office administrators regular provide additional professional
development related to identifying data trends and various other data-related topics.

The school improvement plan that was developed when Catawba Trail opened used baseline data derived from Pontiac Elementary because
the majority of our students were from that school. The data were used to set overall goals for achievement and school culture and climate.
Through the School Improvement Council, the plan is reviewed yearly and progress towards goals is measured. The yearly School Report
provided to parents in April is one way progress towards goals is communicated. As we prepare to write a new School Improvement Plan in
2017-2018, the wealth of data from a now-established school is a treasure we did not have when we opened five years ago.

Never one to miss an opportunity, it is the informal forums that often serve us best. With multiple student performances a year, the principal
uses this valuable time to to share students' progress and achievements very publicly. She brags on the students before the show actually
begins. . Whether a school report card rating of excellent or a percentage of students passing a state measure exceeding the district's
average, the "sound-bites" are an effective method for solidifying parent and community perception of our awareness and use of data in a
real and practical way.

Actions to Sustain Areas of Strengths:
The adherence to the district's Data Era 5 Systematic Use of Data continues to be the roadmap for standardized assessment for our school.
In conjunction with the Teaching & Learning Department, we will continue to add "as-needed" scaffold assessments at the student,
classroom, and grade level as our data analysis indicates. The continuance of varied meeting types in order to include all stakeholders in
analysis of programs and school improvement is a powerful tool and allows for greater voice in a smaller setting.

Areas in Need of Improvement:
This process of continuous improvement identified the need for increased training for classified staff on assessment and interpretation of
data. The area of communication to all stakeholders regarding student learning also has room for improvement in regards to frequency and
consistency. More regularly evaluating the effectiveness of assessments and their impact on improving instruction, student learning and
conditions that support learning is another indicated area in need of improvement.

Actions to Improve Areas of Need:
Utilizing the time in half-day collaboration for more targeted training for classified staff will allow us to teach both assessment and
interpretation of data. By building a more comprehensive yearly schedule for this collaboration time, the goals of assessing instrument
effectiveness, student progress, and program efficacy can be addressed at appropriate times to inform the school improvement process.
Finally, the development of a comprehensive school communication plan will address the ability to share progress with all stakeholders as
well as devise methods for seeking input on all areas impacting student success at Catawba Trail.
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

Standard 1: Purpose and Direction

3

4

2.67

Standard 2: Governance and Leadership

3.67

Standard 3: Teaching and Assessing for
Learning

3

Standard 4: Resources and Support
Systems

3.29

Standard 5: Using Results for Continuous
Improvement

3

Sections
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Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic
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Introduction
The Stakeholder Feedback Diagnostic is designed to analyze the institution's survey results in terms of areas of achievement and areas that
need improvement. Further, the diagnostic is essential to the accreditation and continuous improvement processes in that it provides the
institution with a comprehensive view of the aggregate scores of the surveys administered, and the actual total of respondents for each
survey type to derive a single score for this diagnostic. The performance level score computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used to
broaden and enhance the external review team's understanding of the stakeholder's perceptions of the institution; the diagnostic should be
used in the same manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning.
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Stakeholder Feedback Data

Label
1.

Assurance
Did you complete the Stakeholder Feedback
Data document offline and upload below?

Response
Yes

Comment
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

Overall Rating: 4.0

1.

Statement or Question
Questionnaire Administration

Response
Rating
All required AdvancED questionnaires were
Level 4
used by the institution to receive stakeholder
feedback. The minimum response rate for each
population was met (parent questionnaire:
equal to or greater than 20%, student
questionnaire(s): equal to or greater than 40%,
staff questionnaire: equal to or greater than
60%). Questionnaires were administered with
complete fidelity to the appropriate
administrative procedures. In every instance,
the stakeholders to whom these questionnaires
were administered fully represented the
populations served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations were provided as
necessary for all participants.

2.

Statement or Question
Stakeholder Feedback Results and Analysis

Response
Rating
Two or more of the stakeholder questionnaires Level 4
had average item values of 4.30 or higher (on a
5.0 scale). All questionnaires had an average
item value of 3.20 or above (on a 5.0 scale).
Results of stakeholder feedback collected by
the institution were well analyzed and clearly
presented.
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Areas of Notable Achievement

Which area(s) indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval?

The survey results indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval in the following areas:
1.Staff members and parents indicated that Catawba Trail Elementary School maintains facilities, services and equipment to provide a safe,
clean and healthy environment for all students and staff.
2.Students indicated that Catawba Trail Elementary School provides, coordinates, and evaluates the effectiveness of information resources
and related personnel to support education programs.

Which area(s) show a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?

This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not available and were not compared for the
purpose of this report.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources?

Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys continue to indicate parent's satisfaction with
home-school relations. For the past three years, the parent survey results indicate that 96% of parents are satisfied with the cleanliness,
upkeep and the physical environment of the school. Additionally 100% of students surveyed believe that their teachers expect them to learn.
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Areas in Need of Improvement

Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval?

The survey results indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval in the following areas:
1.Staff members indicated that data collection, application, and analyzing information from a range of data resources can be improved.
2.Parents indicated that the school board providing autonomy to the schools to meet goals for achievement and instruction and to manage
day-to-day operations effectively can be improved.
3.Students indicated that the school can improve in establishing and maintaining a clearly defined and comprehensive student assessment
system.

Which area(s) show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or approval?

This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not available and were not compared for the
purpose of this report.

What are the implications for these stakeholder perceptions?

The implication regarding data and assessment is that the stakeholders are not aware of the various data resources and the comprehensive
student assessment that exists. In terms of parents' perceptions of school board, the implication is that parents do not necessarily understand
the school board's relationship with the school and their role.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other stakeholder feedback sources?

Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys indicate that 95% of teachers effectively use data
to plan instruction. The school climate surveys do not include information regarding the school board.
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

3

4

4

Sections
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Student Performance Diagnostic
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Introduction
The Student Performance Diagnostic provides an institution with a process to report summative student assessments. This diagnostic is
significant to the accreditation and continuous improvement process as it serves as a resource for schools to view content area assessment
results required by the state, district, or other entities, determine the quality and reliability of the given assessments, and show the alignment
of the assessments to the school's curriculum. The performance level computed at the completion of the diagnostic is used by the external
review team as a comprehensive report to understand fully the institution's assessment program; the diagnostic should be used in the same
manner by the institution as it engages in improvement planning.
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Student Performance Data

Label
1.

Assurance
Did you complete the Student Performance
Data document offline and upload below?

Response
Yes

Comment
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Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

Overall Rating: 3.75

1.

Statement or Question
Assessment Quality

Response
Rating
The array of assessment devices used by the
Level 4
institution to determine students' performances
is sufficiently aligned so that valid inferences
can be reached regarding students' status with
respect to the entire set of curricular aims
regarded as high-priority, “must accomplish,”
instructional targets. The documentation
provided in support of this alignment is
persuasive. All of the assessments used are
accompanied by evidence demonstrating that
they satisfy accepted technical requirements
such as validity, reliability, absence of bias, and
instructional sensitivity.

2.

Statement or Question
Test Administration

Response
Rating
All the assessments used by the institution to
Level 4
determine students' performances, whether
externally acquired or internally developed,
have been administered with complete fidelity
to the administrative procedures appropriate for
each assessment. In every instance, the
students to whom these assessments were
administered are accurately representative of
the students served by the institution.
Appropriate accommodations have been
provided for all assessments so that valid
inferences can be made about all students'
status with respect to all of the institution's
targeted curricular outcomes.

3.

Statement or Question
Quality of Learning

Response
Evidence of student learning promoted by the
institution is well analyzed and clearly
presented. In comparison to institutions
functioning in a similar educational context,
students' status, improvement, and/or growth
evidence indicates that the level of student
learning is substantially greater than what
would otherwise be expected.

4.

Statement or Question
Equity of Learning

Response
Rating
Evidence of student learning indicates
Level 3
achievement gaps exist among subpopulations
of students, and these achievement gaps have
noticeably declined.

SY 2016-2017
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Areas of Notable Achievement

Which area(s) are above the expected levels of performance?

On SC Ready ELA and Math grades 3, 4, and 5, performance of minority subgroups consistently outperformed the district and the state in
measures of percentage met as well as percentage above the 50th percentile. These subcategories include African American, Asian,
Hispanic, Free-Reduced, Limited English Proficient (LEP), and students with Individual Education Plans (IEP).

Describe the area(s) that show a positive trend in performance.

Performance of our ESOL students, both served and monitored, using ELDA in previous years and ACCESS in 2015-2016, was and
continues to be the highest passage rate in the district.

Which area(s) indicate the overall highest performance?

Reading Informational Text and Literary Text overall at every grade level on SC Ready exceed district and state in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade
for our school passage rate.

Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing performance?

Percent of 1st grade students meeting benchmark on DIBELS composite has shown a trend toward increasing performance.

Between which subgroups is the achievement gap closing?

The gap between African American and white students continues to be significantly smaller than that shown by Richland School District Two
and the state of South Carolina.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources?

MAP data and SC Ready scores are consistent when comparing ethnic groups and their relative achievement when compared to the district
and the state.
SY 2016-2017
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Areas in Need of Improvement

Which area(s) are below the expected levels of performance?

Performance by White students on SC Ready in Math and ELA are below the expected levels of performance. For all other ethnic groups,
compared to all Richland Two Elementary schools, CTE students scored ten percentage points or higher in percentage of students greater
than the 50th percentile . CTE white students were only two percentage points higher in ELA and six percentage points lower in Math than
other white students in the district.

Describe the area(s) that show a negative trend in performance.

Students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade on SC PASS Science tests show a trend toward decreasing performance. The trend is small but worth
noting.

Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest performance?

Students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade on SC Ready, overall scored lowest in Effective and Adequate Analysis of Text and Appropriate Writing.

Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing performance?

In opposition to the bulk of data at CTE, 5th grade mathematics was the most notable in decreased performance overall. Although not a
multi-year trend, it was significant for one year.

Between which subgroups is the achievement gap becoming greater?

Between academically gifted and self-contained, special education students, the achievement gap has become greater.

Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data sources?

MAP and SC Ready data will support the gap between self-contained, special education and gifted students increasing over the past two
years.
SY 2016-2017
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Report Summary

Scores By Section
Section Score
1

2

Evaluative Criteria and Rubrics

3

4

3.75

Sections

SY 2016-2017
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AdvancED Assurances
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Introduction
AdvancED Policies and Procedures outline certain requirements that all institutions must meet in order to be in compliance. Institutions are
required to verify whether or not they meet these requirements by answering a series of questions and in some cases, attaching evidence for
review.

By responding to the questions in ASSIST and attaching evidence when required, the institution has verified whether it meets or does not
meet each of the Assurances for Accreditation.

SY 2016-2017
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AdvancED Assurances

Label
1.

Assurance
The institution has read, understands, and
complies with the AdvancED Policies and
Procedures.

Response
Yes

Comment

Attachment

Label
2.

Assurance
Response
The institution has reported all substantive
Yes
changes in the institution that affect the scope
and/or have an impact on the institution's ability
to meet the AdvancED standards and policies.
Such changes include, but are not limited to:
- Restructuring (merging, opening, or closing) of
the institution or institution(s) within its
jurisdiction
- Mission and purpose of the institution
- Governance structure of the institution,
including changing to a charter school/school
system, being the subject of a state takeover, or
a change in ownership
- Grade levels served by the institution
- Staffing, including administrative and other
non-teaching professionals personnel
- Available facilities, including upkeep and
maintenance
- Level of funding
- School day or school year
- Establishment of an additional location
geographically apart from the main campus
- Student population that causes program or
staffing modification(s)
- Available programs, including fine arts,
practical arts and student activities

Comment

Attachment

Label
3.

Assurance
Response
The institution implements a written security
Yes
and crisis management plan which includes
emergency evacuation procedures and
appropriate training for stakeholders. Attach the
security and crisis management plan. (optional)

Comment

Attachment

Label
4.

Assurance
Response
The institution monitors all financial transactions Yes
through a recognized, regularly audited
accounting system.

Comment

Attachment

Label
5.

Assurance
Response
The institution engages in a continuous
Yes
improvement process and implements an
improvement plan. Attach the improvement plan
if the plan is not located in AdvancED's
Adaptive System of School Improvement
Support Tools (ASSIST).

Comment

Attachment
04_CTE_SIP_2016
-2017 (1).doc
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Stakeholder Feedback Data Document
Survey Administration

Catawba Trail Elementary School administered parent, student, and certified staff stakeholder
feedback surveys with fidelity in regards to administration procedures using the AdvancED®
ASSIST™ platform. This was the first administration of the AdvancED® stakeholder feedback
surveys in our school system. Therefore, there is no comparison data to previous survey
administrations. However, our school has additional survey data from other sources that will
support us in analyzing comparison data. Surveys were administered online using the link
provided for each of the surveys. Paper copies of the parent, student, and certified staff surveys
were provided in multiple languages. The responses from the paper surveys were then entered
into the online surveys by school staff. Parents were encouraged to participate in the surveys
through a variety of means including several social media platforms, phone calls, and emails.
Parents were also provided opportunities to participate in the survey by using the computers at
the school. Students used their devices to complete the surveys at school where they had
assistance in accessing the survey. All certified staff members were encouraged to participate.
The required response rates for parents, students, and certified staff were met for <school
name>.

Stakeholder Feedback Results and Analysis
All stakeholder survey results were reviewed, disaggregated, and analyzed to look for high and
low responses. The high/low responses were used in deciding upon the areas of notable
achievement and areas in need of improvement. The district and school leaders are currently
using the results from stakeholder surveys as part of the continuous improvement process.
The stakeholder surveys administered were based on a 5-point scale. Results were ranked
based on average score to determine the highest and lowest level of satisfaction from
stakeholders. The tables below show the indicator ratings compiled on student, parent, and
certified staff surveys.

Areas of Notable Achievement
Which areas indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval?
The survey results indicate the overall highest level of satisfaction or approval in the following
areas:
1. Staff members and parents indicated that Catawba Trail Elementary School maintains
facilities, services and equipment to provide a safe, clean and healthy environment for
all students and staff.
2. Students indicated that Catawba Trail Elementary School provides, coordinates, and
evaluates the effectiveness of information resources and related personnel to support
education programs.
Which areas show a trend toward increasing stakeholder satisfaction or
approval?
This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not
available and were not compared for the purpose of this report.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from
other stakeholder feedback sources?
Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys
continue to indicate parent’s satisfaction with home-school relations. For the past three years,
the parent survey results indicate that 96% of parents are satisfied with the cleanliness, upkeep
and the physical environment of the school. Additionally 100% of students surveyed believe
that their teachers expect them to learn.

Areas in Need of Improvement
Which areas indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval?
The survey results indicate the overall lowest level of satisfaction or approval in the following
areas:
1. Staff members indicated that data collection, application, and analyzing information
from a range of data resources can be improved.
2. Parents indicated that the school board providing autonomy to the schools to meet
goals for achievement and instruction and to manage day-to-day operations effectively
can be improved.
3. Students indicated that the school can improve in establishing and maintaining a clearly
defined and comprehensive student assessment system.
Which areas show a trend toward decreasing stakeholder satisfaction or
approval?
This survey provides only baseline data for stakeholder feedback. Past survey results are not
available and were not compared for the purpose of this report.
What are the implications for these stakeholder perceptions?
The implication regarding data and assessment is that the stakeholders are not aware of the
various data resources and the comprehensive student assessment that exists. In terms of
parents’ perceptions of school board, the implication is that parents do not necessarily
understand the school board’s relationship with the school and their role.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from
other stakeholder feedback sources?
Results of the 2015-2106 South Carolina Department of Education school climate surveys
indicate that 95% of teachers effectively use data to plan instruction. The school climate
surveys do not include information regarding the school board.

Additional Data and Analysis

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Student Performance Data Document

Brief summary of the data your institution uses for decisionmaking.
Catawba Trail Elementary School uses the standardized assessments mandated by the state of
South Carolina in compliance with state and federal regulations to inform instruction and
evaluate program effectiveness. These assessments include the following:
The South Carolina College-and Career-Ready Assessments (SC READY) are statewide
assessments in English language arts (ELA) and mathematics that will meet all of the
requirements of Acts 155 and 200, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA), and the Assessments Peer
Review guidance. All students in grades 3–8 are required to take the SC READY except those
who qualify for the South Carolina National Center and State Collaborative (SC-NCSC).
The South Carolina Palmetto Assessment of State Standards (SCPASS) is a statewide science and
social studies assessment administered to students in grades 4-8. All students in these grade
levels are required to take the SCPASS except those who qualify for the South Carolina
Alternate Assessment (SC-Alt).
The End of Course Examination Program (EOCEP) is a statewide assessment program of end of
course tests for gateway courses awarded units of credit in English/language arts (English I),
mathematics (Algebra I), science (Biology I), and social studies(United States History and the
Constitution). EOCEP examination scores count 20 percent in the calculation of the student’s
final grade in gateway courses.
The district also uses NWEA’s Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) as a formative assessment
to guide instruction. Richland Two administers the MAP reading and mathematics tests in
grades 2-8. Several schools also administer the MAP for Primary Grades (MAP) to kindergarten
students. The MAP tests are computer adaptive assessments that are given in the fall and again
in the spring to monitor student progress and inform instruction.

Summary of student performance at your institution.
Provide documentation or a brief description about how results from your assessments prove
that:
1) The assessments you use are aligned to your curriculum.
Standardized assessments as well as school-level assessments are based on South Carolina
State Standards. Continued improvement on state assessments indicate that the more
frequently administered school assessments are supporting the growth of student attainment
of state objectives.
2) All instruction is based on high priority curricular needs.
Based on data from assessments, all instruction is based on high priority curricular needs. The
school Reading Coach works with teachers and students using the Balanced Literacy Model
especially in the area of Writing and Reading. Teachers and staff continuously collect, analyze ,
and apply information gathered from data to meet the high priority needs and apply the
information gathered to their instruction.
Areas of Notable Achievement
1. Which area(s) are above the expected levels of performance?
On SC Ready ELA and Math grades 3, 4, and 5, performance of minority subgroups consistently
outperformed the district and the state in measures of percentage met as well as percentage
above the 50th percentile. These subcategories include African American, Asian, Hispanic, FreeReduced, Limited English Proficient (LEP), and students with Individual Education Plans (IEP).
2. Describe the area(s) that show a positive trend in performance.
Performance of our ESOL students, both served and monitored, using ELDA in previous years
and ACCESS in 2015-2016, was and continues to be the highest passage rate in the district.
3. Which area(s) indicate the overall highest performance?
Reading Informational Text and Literary Text overall at every grade level on SC Ready exceed
district and state in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade for our school passage rate.
4. Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward increasing performance?
Percent of 1st grade students meeting benchmark on DIBELS composite has shown a trend
toward increasing performance
5. Between which subgroup is the achievement gap closing?
The gap between African American and white students continues to be significantly smaller
than that shown by Richland School District Two and the state of South Carolina.
6.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data
sources?

MAP data and SC Ready scores are consistent when comparing ethnic groups and their relative
achievement when compared to the district and the state.
Areas in Need of Improvement
1. Which area(s) are below the expected levels of performance?
Performance by White students on SC Ready in Math and ELA are below the expected levels of
performance. For all other ethnic groups, compared to all Richland Two Elementary schools,
CTE students scored ten percentage points or higher in percentage of students greater than the
50th percentile . CTE white students were only two percentage points higher in ELA and six
percentage points lower in Math than other white students in the district.
2. Describe the area(s) that show a negative trend in performance.
Students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade on SC PASS Science tests show a trend toward decreasing
performance. The trend is small but worth noting.
3. Which area(s) indicate the overall lowest performance?
Students in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade on SC Ready, overall scored lowest in Effective and Adequate
Analysis of Text and Appropriate Writing.
4. Which subgroup(s) show a trend toward decreasing performance?
In opposition to the bulk of data at CTE, 5th grade mathematics was the most notable in
decreased performance overall. Although not a multi-year trend, it was significant for one year.
5. Between which subgroup is the achievement gap becoming greater?
Between academically gifted and self-contained, special education students, the achievement
gap has become greater
6.
Which of the above reported findings are consistent with findings from other data
sources?
MAP and SC Ready data will support the gap between self-contained, special education and
gifted students increasing over the past two years.

Document or describe the degree to which all of your summative
assessments are valid, reliable, and unbiased.
The SC Ready, SCPASS, and EOCEP tests are statewide assessment programs managed under
contract by Data Recognition Corporation (DRC). At the conclusion of testing, DRC performs
several statistical analyses to verify the validity and reliability of the assessments. Reliability
indices for each of these tests are calculated using coefficient alpha (Cronbach 1951).
Additionally, both the standard error of measurement and conditional standard errors of
measurement are computed. DRC also provides validity evidence based on (1) test content, (2)
internal structure, and (3) relations to other variables. The most recent technical reports for
these assessments can be found at South Carolina Department of Education’s
website: http://ed.sc.gov/tests/assessment-information/archives/technical-reports/.
NWEA regularly conducts and publishes studies on the reliability and validity of the MAP tests.
Detailed information about these studies are found in the NWEA Technical Manual For MAP
and MPG. The computer adaptive nature of the MAP tests prevents NWEA from using
traditional test-retest or parallel form methodologies to establish reliability. Instead, NWEA
calculates correlations between tests spread across several months but “comparable in content
and structure, differing only in the difficulty level of its items.” They refer to this as “stratified,
randomly-parallel form reliability.” As a second measure, they examine the correlations of MAP
scores from tests taken in one term with the same students tested the following fall or spring
term. According to the technical manual NWEA uses four methods to establish validity. First,
content validity is “developed by carefully mapping into a test blueprint the content standards
being used by the educational entity commissioning the test.” NWEA also uses concurrent
assessments to establish validity. Concurrent validity is “expressed in the form of a Pearson
correlation coefficient between the total domain area RIT score and the total scale score of
another established test designed to assess the same domain area.” NWEA also has also
established predictive validity. They express predictive validity as Pearson correlation
coefficients between the total RIT score and the total scale score of another established test.
Finally, criterion-related validity is expressed as the point-measure correlation between a MAP
score and a proficient-not proficient designation on a state assessment.
Northwest Evaluation Association (2011, January), Technical Manual For Measures of Academic Progress® (MAP®)
and Measures of Academic Progress for Primary Grades (MPG). Portland, OR

Provide documentation or a brief description about how you
ensure all assessments are administered with complete fidelity to
administrative procedures.
Richland School District Two administers all assessments with complete fidelity to
administrative procedures. The district has several board policies and administrative rules that

address this issue. District Policy ILB was adopted in 1986 and revised in 2003 to establish the
basic structure for administering standardized tests. This policy states the following:
“All mandatory tests administered by or through the state board
of education to the students of the district will be administered in
accordance with state law and regulations. Violation of any state
law or regulation or any of the guidelines in this policy will subject
the individual to liability and may lead to criminal proceedings
(resulting in fines and/or imprisonment), termination, suspension
or revocation of administrative and/or teaching credentials. The
same policy will be followed for district mandated testing.
Individuals will adhere to all procedures specified in all operating
manuals governing the mandated assessment programs.”
Additionally, administrative Rule ILB-R states that the district and schools “will keep all tests
and test materials under lock and key in a central location both before and after testing” and
that “all applicable mandated state testing security procedures will be followed.” This rule also
states that “no employee of the district will knowingly or willfully violate security procedures,
including but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give examinees access to test questions prior to testing.
Copy, reproduce, or use in any manner inconsistent with test security regulations all
or any portion of any secure test booklet.
Coach examinees during testing or alter or interfere with examinees’ responses in any
way.
Make answer keys available to examinees.
Failure to follow security regulations for distribution and return of secure tests as
directed or failure to account for all secure test materials before, during and after
testing.
Participate in, direct, aid, counsel, assist in, encourage or fail to report any of the acts
prohibited in this section.

Policy ILBB was adopted in 1981 and most recently revised in 2007 to establish the basic
structure for implementation of the statewide assessment program. This policy states that “All
students attending district schools will participate in the statewide assessment program as
mandated by current applicable laws and regulations.” This policy also requires the district to
“comply with administrative rules prepared by the administration as well as federal and state
laws and regulations in the implementation of the statewide assessment program.”
Administrative Rule ILBB-R states that “district will provide appropriate in-service training for
staff, including newly employed certified personnel, involved in implementing the statewide
assessment program.”

The specific procedures to be followed during test administrations are outlined in the test
administration manuals for the specific tests. The manuals include an excerpt from Section 591- 445 of the South Carolina Code of Laws, a summary of Section 59-1-447 of the Code of Laws,
and the entirety of State Board of Education Regulation 43-100.

Data supporting your institution’s Student Performance
Diagnostic Questions and the summaries given at the beginning of
this document.

Catawba Trail
Elementary School

Denise Barth, Principal
1080 Old National Highway
Elgin, SC, 29045
Version 2016/2017
Year 5 of 5-year term 2012/2013 - 2016/2017

Mission Statement:
Catawba Trail Elementary School, in partnership with our community
prepares all students for success by providing meaningful, challenging, and
engaging learning experiences.

Demographic Data:
(Day 90 2015-2016)
Catawba Trail Elementary school is the newest elementary school in
Richland District Two located at 1080 Old National Highway in Elgin, SC.
Catawba Trail Elementary is located. Catawba Trail Elementary has a total
enrollment of 590 students. African American students comprise 38% of the
student population, while Caucasian students represent 33%, Hispanic students
represent 18%, Asian students represent 4%, and 7% are classified as ‘other.’ Of
the 590, students 307 (52%), receive free or reduced lunch.
* Updated based on 90th day.

Highlights
Dedication Ceremony, November, 2011
QUEST (Questioning through Exploration, Synthesis, Thinking and Teaching) - pilot
program for 4th and 5th grade students who excel in English/Language Arts and Social
Studies
Process of LEED certification

Catawba Trail Elementary School

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT FOR SCHOOL PLANS
List the name of persons who were involved in the development of the school renewal plan. A
participant for each numbered category is required.
POSITION

NAME

1. PRINCIPAL

Denise Barth

2. TEACHER

Allison Matthews

3. PARENT/GUARDIAN

Kia Brown

4. COMMUNITY MEMBER

Joe Clark_

5. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL

Erica Werts

6. OTHERS* (May include school board members, administrators, School
Improvement Council members, students, PTO members, agency representatives,
university partners, etc.)
POSITION
Assistant Principal

NAME
Stacey Gadson

Teacher: Renee Butler, Julia Zimmerman,
Nicole Luckie, Carrie Hill, Chris
Diemer, Patricia Anderson, Bethany Smith, Dawnta Rogers
Parents: La’Tanya Shuler, Deborah Whitlow
Students: Travis Shuler, Ansley Rabon
Support Staff: Jana Martin, David George

*REMINDER: If state or federal grant applications require representation by other
stakeholder groups, it is appropriate to include additional stakeholders to meet those
requirements and to ensure that the plans are aligned.

Catawba Trail Elementary School

ASSURANCES FOR SCHOOL PLANS
Act 135 Assurances
Assurances checked and signed by the district superintendent and the principal, attest that the
school/district complies with all applicable Act 135 requirements.
__x___ Academic Assistance, PreK–3 The school/district makes special efforts to assist
children in PreK–3 who demonstrate a need for extra or alternative instructional
attention (e.g., after-school homework help centers, individual tutoring, and group
remediation). Provide a good example of academic assistance services for PreK–3 by
referencing strategy #1 and action step 1.1.7
__x___ Academic Assistance, Grades 4–12 The school/district makes special efforts to assist
children in grades 4–12 who demonstrate a need for extra or alternative instructional
attention (e.g., after-school homework help centers, individual tutoring, and group
remediation). Provide a good example of academic assistance services for grades 4–12
by referencing strategy # 1 and action step 1.3.2
__x___ Parent Involvement The school/district encourages and assists parents in becoming
more involved in their children’s education. Some examples of parent involvement
initiatives include making special efforts to meet with parents at times more convenient
for them, designating space in schools for parents to access educational resource
materials, including parent involvement expectations as part of the principal’s and
superintendent’s evaluations, and providing parents with information pertaining to
expectations held for them by the school system, such as ensuring attendance and
punctuality of their children. Provide a good example of parent involvement by
referencing strategy # 4 and action step 4.1.1
__x___ Staff Development The school/district provides staff development training for teachers
and administrators in the teaching techniques and strategies needed to implement the
school/district plan for the improvement of student academic performance. The staff
development program reflects requirements of Act 135, the EAA, and the National Staff
Development Council’s revised Standards for Staff Development. Provide a good
example of staff development by referencing strategy # 3 and action step.1.5
__x___ Technology The school/district integrates technology into professional development,
curriculum development, and classroom instruction to improve teaching and learning.
Provide a good example of the use of technology by referencing strategy # 1 and
3.1.10 /Additional technology assurances for districts follow the Act 135 assurances)
__x___ Innovation The school/district uses innovation funds for innovative activities to
improve student learning and accelerate the performance of all students. Provide a good
example of the use of innovation funds by referencing strategy # 3 and action step
1.2.3
__x___ Recruitment The school/district makes special efforts to recruit and give priority in
parenting and family literacy activities to parents of at-risk 0–5 year olds. The
recruitment program is not grade specific, but normally would be most appropriate for

Catawba Trail Elementary School

parents of children at the primary and elementary school levels and below, and for
secondary school students who are parents.
__x___ Collaboration The school/district (regardless of the grades served) collaborates with
health and human services agencies (e.g., county health departments, social services
departments, mental health departments, First Steps, and the family court system).
__x___ Developmental Screening The school/district ensures that the young child receives all
services necessary for growth and development. Instruments are used to assess physical,
social, emotional, linguistic, and cognitive developmental levels. This program
normally is appropriate at primary and elementary schools, although screening efforts
could take place at any location.
__x___ Half-Day Child Development The school/district provides half-day child development
programs for four-year-olds (some districts fund full-day programs). The programs
usually function at primary and elementary schools, although they may be housed at
locations with other grade levels or completely separate from schools.
__x___ Best Practices in Grades K–3 The school/district provides in grades K–3 curricular
and instructional approaches that are known to be effective in the K–3 setting.
__x___ Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum for PreK–3 The school/district ensures
that the scope and sequence of the curriculum for PreK–3 are appropriate for the
maturation levels of students. Instructional practices accommodate individual
differences in maturation level and take into account the student's social and cultural
context.
__x___ Parenting and Family Literacy The school/district provides parenting activities and
opportunities for parents of at-risk 0–5 year olds to improve their educational level. This
program is not grade specific, but generally is most appropriate for parents of children
at the primary and elementary school levels and below, and for secondary school
students who are parents. Some districts operate the program at various schools, an
early childhood development center, or some other location, while other districts
operate the program through home visits.
__x___ Coordination of Act 135 Initiatives with Other Federal, State, and District
Programs The school/district ensures as much program effectiveness as possible by
developing a districtwide/schoolwide coordinated effort among all programs and
funding. Act 135 initiatives are coordinated with programs such as Head Start, First
Steps, Title I, and programs for students with disabilities.
__x___ The School-to-Work Transition Act of 1994 (STW) The school/district provides
required STW programs for grades 6–12, and STW concepts are a part of the
developmentally appropriate curriculum for K–12.
__________________________ ____________________________________ _______
Superintendent’s Printed Name
Superintendent’s Signature
Date
(for district and school plans)
__________________________ ____________________________________ _______
Principal’s Printed Name
Principal’s Signature
Date
Catawba Trail Elementary School
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Catawba Trail Elementary School

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT FINDINGS

As part of the district accreditation, Catawba Trail Elementary School created their strategic plan
which is aligned to the district plan. The district focused on these four areas: Student
achievement, School climate, Teacher Administrator Quality and Parent/Community. In
addition, the strategic plan focuses on Inquire, Ignite and Inspire as part of the “Richland Two
Framework “. Catawba Trail is focused on designing meaningful and engaging work to meet
the characteristics of the learner.

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Catawba Trail

State Performance
Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is on the quality
of experiences provided to students - experiences that
result in increased student engagement and learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests of students.
Act as good stewards of public resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality, transparency,
and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and
among students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

1.Provide a relevant curriculum that engages students in challenging
work

Action Plans:

1.1 Create a profile of students needs and progress through the use of data
1.2 Explore enriching experiences that engage students.

1.3 Expand strategies to address the characteristics of the learner

Key Measure

20112012
T1/Y5

2012-2013
T2/Y1

PASS Writing-Exemplary

Grade 3

Not Tested

41.50%

PASS Writing- Met

Grade 3

Not Tested

42.70%

PASS Writing –not Met

Grade 3

Not Tested

PASS Writing-Exemplary
PASS Writing- Met
PASS Writing –not Met
PASS Writing-Exemplary
PASS Writing- Met

Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5

Not Tested

15.90%
21.50%
48.10%
30.40%
30.70%
46.70%
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Not Tested
Not Tested

37.80%
37.80%

20132014
T2/Y2

62.00%
22.80%
15.20%
32.60%
42.70%
24.70%
53.20%
29.10%

20142015
T2/Y3
N/A

20152016
T2/Y4
64.00%

20162017
T2/Y5
65.00%

N/A

24.80%

25.80%

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

17.20%
34.60%
44.70%
26.70%
36.10%
42.50%

18.20%
35.60%
45.70%
27.70%
37.10%
57.90%

1

Catawba Trail
PASS Writing –not Met
PASS Reading--Exemplary
PASS Reading- Met
PASS Reading –not Met
PASS Reading-Exemplary
PASS Reading Met
PASS Reading–not Met
PASS Reading-Exemplary
PASS Reading- Met
PASS Reading-not Met
PASS Math-Exemplary
PASS Math- Met
PASS Math –not Met
PASS Math-Exemplary
PASS Math- Met
PASS Math–not Met
PASS Math-Exemplary
PASS Math - Met
PASS Math-not Met
PASS Science-Exemplary
PASS Science- Met
PASS Science–not Met
PASS Science-Exemplary
PASS Science Met
PASS Science–not Met
PASS Science-Exemplary
PASS Science Met
PASS Science-not Met
PASS Social Studies--Exemplary
PASS Social Studies- Met
PASS Social Studies –not Met
PASS Social Studies-Exemplary
PASS Social Studies- Met
PASS Social Studies–not Met
PASS Social Studies-Exemplary
PASS Social Studies - Met

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5

24.40%
65.20%
14.50%
20.30%
33.30%
38.90%
27.80%
46.50%
30.20%
23.30%
39.10%
24.60%
36.30%
27.80%
42.60%
29.60%
46.50%
34.90%
18.60%
23.50%
35.30%
41.20%
9.30%
59.30%
31.40%
40.00%
44.00%
16.00%
57.10%
17.10%
25.80%
18.50%
53.70%
38.90%
27.80%
37.80%

22.70%
64.20%
24.70%
11.10%
35.80%
42.00%
22.20%
42.90%
37.70%
19.50%
45.70%
34.60%
19.80%
47.60%
25.60%
26.80%
44.90%
30.80%
24.40%
30.00%
55.00%
15.00%
29.30%
47.60%
23.20%
15.80%
47.40%
36.80%
51.20%
29.30%
19.50%
32.90%
46.30%
20.70%
35.00%
40.00%

17.70%
59.80%
27.20%
13.00%
46.70%
29.30%
23.90%
42.50%
45.00%
12.50%
59.10%
17.20%
23.70%
51.10%
26.10%
22.80%
55.00%
21.30%
23.80%
21.30%
46.80%
31.90%
24.20%
50.50%
25.30%
23.80%
45.20%
31.00%
37.00%
50.00%
13.00%
38.50%
39.60%
22.00%
44.70%
31.60%

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
28.70%
55.20%
16.10%
28.70%
43.70%
27.60%
N/A
N/A
N/A
40.20%
47.10%
12.60%
46.00%
27.60%

21.40%
69.80%
25.20%
5.00%
55.40%
42.60%
2.00%
41.20%
53.80%
5.00%
47.40%
31.60%
21.00%
54.00%
41.00%
5.00%
39.90%
51.40%
8.70%
44.50%
41.80%
13.70%
9.70%
85.30%
5.00%
21.50%
66.50%
12.00%
43.50%
51.50%
5.00%
36.90%
58.10%
5.00%
43.50%
54.00%

5.00%
70.80%
24.20%
5.00%
56.40%
43.60%
0.00%
42.20%
52.80%
5.00%
48.40%
32.60%
19.00%
55.00%
40.00%
5.00%
40.90%
52.40%
6.70%
45.50%
42.80%
11.70%
10.70%
84.30%
5.00%
22.50%
67.50%
10.00%
44.50%
50.50%
5.00%
37.90%
57.10%
5.00%
44.50%
55.00%

2

Catawba Trail
PASS Social Studies-not Met
% State Report Card—Teachers
satisfied with learning environment
% State Report Card—Students
satisfied with learning environment
% State Report Card— Parents
satisfied with learning environment

Grade 5

34.40%

25.00%

23.70%

26.40%

2.50%

0.50%

N/A

N/A

100.00%

100.00%

97.00%

97.00%

83.70%

93.20%

92.10%

97.60%

93.95%

94.89%

96.30%

92.90%

91.20%

94.20%

93.03%

93.96%

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timeline
Start Date
End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

1.1

1.1.1

Create a profile of
student body at Catawba
Trail Elementary School

2011

2012

Administration
Power school
coordinator and
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2012

1.1

1.1.2

Analyze data dealing
with demographics

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Power school
coordinator and
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.3

Analyze MAP data twice 2012
a year

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Faculty, and ITS

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.4

Utilize a variety of
student data to group for

2017

Administration,
faculty, ITS

N/A

N/A

2017

Catawba Trail Elementary School

2012

Analyze the
current student
body at Catawba
Trail to
determine
strengths and
challenges
Analyze
demographic
data every July.
Report discussed
within
administrative
team.
Teachers analyze
MAP data within
two weeks after
taking the test.
Teachers review
with
administration
Teachers provide
differentiated
3

Catawba Trail

instruction

1.1

1.1.5

Continue the use of data
to maintain the current
level of differentiated
instruction

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty
ITS

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.6

Analyze PASS data in
core areas and set
performance goals

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Grade Level
Administration
Teachers, and
ITS

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.7

Analyze DIBELS
2012
(Dynamic Indicators of
Basic Early Literacy
Skills) and DRA
(Developmental Reading
Assessment) data

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Grade Level
Administration,
Teachers, and
ITS

TBD

TBD

2017

2013,
2014,

Grade Level
Administration

N/A

N/A

2017

Provide interventions for
students based on
Catawba Trail Elementary School

1.1

1.1.8

2012

instruction to
students within
two weeks of
analyzing data.
Teachers use
differentiated
instruction
effectively in
75% of
classrooms.
Differentiated
instruction is
apparent through
classroom
observations and
lesson plans
Review
performance
goals within 2
weeks of
receiving scores
and adjust
curriculum
where needed.
Utilizing PALM
Pilots, examine
DIBELS scores
a minimum of
two times a year
and a minimum
of two times for
DRA. Reports
given to
administrators.
Interventions are
provided in the
4

Catawba Trail

DIBELS and DRA
scores

Analyze results from
ELDA testing

2015,
2016,
2017

Teachers,
Guidance and
psychologist

1.1

1.1.9

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Lead ESOL
Teacher,
Administration
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.10 Analyze state report card 2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration ,
District
Accountability

N/A

N/A

2017

and information that
compares Catawba Trail
to schools like theirs

1.1

1.1.11 Analyze AYP results

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration

N/A

N/A

2017

1.1

1.1.12

2012

2013,
2014,

Administration
and team leaders

N/A

N/A

2017

Utilize AYP results to
plan for strategies to
Catawba Trail Elementary School

core classroom
settings as
determined by
student data.
Observed by
administration
through
classroom
observations and
lesson plans.
Review within
two weeks of
receiving scores
and adjust
curriculum and
services where
needed for
individual
students
Set goals based
on status of
report card with
similar schools.
(Also take into
consideration
transient rate)
Analyze AYP
within 2 weeks
of receiving
scores.
Administration
reviews
strategies in
place for AYP
Discuss
information with
5

Catawba Trail

meet individual student
needs

2015,
2016,
2017

1.1

1.1.13

Utilize data for
individual student goal
setting.

2012

1.1

1.1.14

1.2

1.2.1

Create a data team to
analyze Catawba Trails’
profile
Provide challenging
learning opportunities
for students based on SC
common core standards

1.2

1.2.2

Engage students in
learning through
designing curriculum to
meet their strengths and
needs

Catawba Trail Elementary School

team leaders and
grade levels on
interventions
within 2 weeks
of receiving
scores
Teachers meet
with students
twice a year to
reflect on goals.

Administration
and team leaders

N/A

N/A

2017

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013

Administration
and team leaders

N/A

N/A

2013

Data team
established

2012

2014

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2014

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

Lessons plans
and observations
indicate that
curriculum is
aligned to SC
core standards
Opportunities to
engage students
are seen in all
lesson plans.
Classroom
observations and
conversations
indicate that a
minimum of 50
% of the students
are engaged 50%
of the time.
Discussed in
administration
and grade level
meetings.
6
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1.2

1.2.3

Use a variety of
technology( including
one on one computing in
3—5th grade) in all
classes)

2011

2017

Administration,
Faculty, ITS
Media specialist

TBD

TBD

201

1.2

1.2.4

Focus on reading skills,
non-fiction, and writing
across all subject areas

2013

2017

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

1.2

1.2.5

Provide students
opportunities to take
ownership of their
learning

2012

2017

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

1.2

1.2.6

Use a variety of
assessments including
authentic assessments to
evaluate progress of
students

2012

2017

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

1.2

1.2.7

Measure the engagement
of students in the units
designed.
Catawba Trail Elementary School

2011

2017

Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

Collaborate on
including Digital
resources as
tools to engage
students. Team
meetings,
including media
and ITS,
examine the use
of technology
Analysis of
lesson plans and
classroom
observations by
administrative
team
Lesson plans and
units indicate
that students are
provided
opportunities to
make choices,
collaborate and
to reflect
Variety of
assessments
including
authentic
assessments are
planned and
used as teachers
develop units.
Students’
engagement
level is
7
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1.3

1.3.1

Design in each unit of
2011
instruction strategies that
address the
characteristics of the
learner

2017

Administrative
Team
Administration
and team leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.2

Provide tier II and tier
III interventions for
students in reading and
math

2011

2017

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.3

2017

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.4

Explore avenues to assist 2012
military and other
transient students into
the academic culture of
Catawba Trail
Provide academic
2012
support for ESOL
students

Administration
Faculty
Guidance
School
Psychologist
School social
worker
Administration
SIC
Guidance
Counselor

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.5

Continue to identify
students in the Quest
Program

2017

Administration
Faculty
ESOL teachers
ESOL social
worker
Administration
Quest leaders
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Catawba Trail Elementary School

2012

2017

measured both
informally and
formally and
discussed as
teams design
new units.
Address
characteristics of
the learner in
lesson design.
Collaborate on
strategies and
design qualities
in grade level
meetings
Documentation
of meetings and
interventions of
students.
Reviewed
monthly
Programs are
established.
Ongoing surveys
to measure
effectiveness
Documentation
of additional
support provided
for individual
ESOL students
Create a baseline
of Quest
students and set
a target goal
8
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1.3

1.3.6

Provide all students with
experiential experiences
connected to relevant
learning

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.7

Expand resources to
provide additional
support for reading

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty
Media Specialist

TBD

TBD

2017

1.3

1.3.8

Offer all students
expanded opportunities
in science, art, music,
etc.

2012

2017

Administration
Team Leaders

TBD

TBD

2017

Catawba Trail Elementary School

each year to
increase the
number of
students who are
participating
Documentation
of experiential
experiences.
Feedback from
teachers and
students on the
experiences
List of current
reading materials
and goals set for
expansion each
year by media
specialist and
administration
Rotated schedule
weekly into
various art,
music, and
sciences (1st-5th)

9
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State Performance
Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is on the quality
of experiences provided to students - experiences that
result in increased student engagement and learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests of students.
Act as good stewards of public resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality, transparency,
and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and
among students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

2. Build a community of students engaged in learning.

Action Plans:

2.1 Promote a family atmosphere for students
2.2 Expand opportunities for students that broaden their experiences
2.3 Recognize effort and excellence of students
2.4. Challenge students to create a generation of healthier students
2.5 Provide a safe and secure learning environment
2.6 Monitor the completion of the building punch list for Catawba Trail Elementary School

Catawba Trail Elementary School

10
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Key Measure
Discipline Incidents
In-School Suspension Days
Out-School Suspensions Days
Expulsions
Serious offenses
Student Attendance
% State Report Card ---Teachers
satisfied with social and physical
environment

20112012
T1/Y5
66
0
53
0
0
97%

Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
2013201420152012-2013
2014
2015
2016
T2/Y1
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4
63
78
26
54
0
4
0
0
51
123
48
47
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
97.00%
98.00%
97.00%
98.00%

20162017
T2/Y5
51
0
45
0
0
98.00%

N/A

N/A

100.00%

100.00%

97.00%

97.00%

% State Report Card ---Students
satisfied with social and physical
environment

89.80%

91.90%

92.00%

91.80%

93.85%

94.79%

% State Report Card ---Parents
satisfied with social and physical
environment

92.30%

93.30%

94.20%

90.20%

96.09%

97.00%

Action Action Action Step
Plan
Step
ID
ID

Timeline
Start Date End Date

Responsibility

2.1

2012

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Admin. Team,
ITS, Power
School
coordinator

2014

Administration,
Faculty
Parents,
Students
Administration,
Faculty

2.1

2.1.1

2.1.2

Analyze qualitative data
from multiple sources
dealing with discipline,
and satisfaction surveys.

Investigate different
organizational patterns
such as multi-grade
“houses”
2.1
2.1.3
Implement Catawba Trail
values
Catawba Trail Elementary School

2013

2012

2017

Estimated
Cost

N/A

Funding
Source(s)

N/A

Accountability
Date
Method

2017

N/A

N/A

2014

TBD

TBD

2017

Analyze student
behavior data
periodically
from reports.

Research on
multi-grade
houses
completed
Catawba Trail
values reviewed
11
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2.1

2.1.4

Utilize books, videos and
2012
photographs demonstrating
expectations and schoolwide procedures

2017

2.1

2.1.5

Use an intervention model
in dealing with students
with behavior needs

2012

2017

2.2

2.2.1

2012

2.2

2.2.3

2.2

2.2.4

Expand the opportunities
for students to explore
variety of co- curricular
activities.
Teach the social,
collaborative, and
competitive aspects of
soccer.
Establish service learning
opportunities for students.

2.2

2.2.5

Involve military through
special programs

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Parents,
Students
Administration,
ITS

yearly.
TBD

TBD

2017

Administration
Faculty
Guidance
School
Psychologist
Social Worker

TBD

TBD

2017

2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

2013

2017

Administration
Faculty
Students

TBD

TBD

2017

2012

2017

Administration
Guidance

TBD

TBD

2017

Documentation
of a variety of
tools to
demonstrate
expectations and
procedures.
Documentation
of meetings and
establishment of
behavior
interventions for
students.
Reviewed
monthly
Number of
participants in
co-curricular
activities
Examination of
lesson plans and
extracurricular
offerings
Number of
participants in
service learning
activities.
Service learning
projects
reviewed in
summer of each
year.
Review of
opportunities
offered for
12
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2.3

2.3.1

2.3

2.3.2

2.4

2.4.1

Recognize students for
their effort and
achievements
Establish activities to
recognize students who
demonstrate Catawba
Trails values
Establish a Healthy School
Council and set goals
yearly

2012

2017

Administration,
faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

2012

2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

List of students
recognized

TBD

TBD

2017

Healthy School
Comm.
Administration
School nurse
PE teachers

TBD

TBD

2017

Administration
Physical
education teacher

TBD

TBD

2017

Health council
reviews and
establishes goals
in fall of each
year and
evaluates in the
spring of each
year.
Documentation
of opportunities
for physical
fitness for all
students and
participants
reviewed by
Health Council
in fall of each
year and goals
set
Soccer areas
designated and
equipment
purchased.
Soccer included
in PE equipment
Disc golf course
established for
13

2012

2.4

2.4.2

Expand opportunities for
students’ physical
engagement through
activities and equipment
on the playground

2.4

2.4.3

Expand playing and soccer
areas for students

2.4

2.4.4

Create a Disc golf course

Catawba Trail Elementary School

involving
military
List of students
recognized

2012

2017

2017

2012

2017

2012

2017

Healthy School
Comm.
Administration
School nurse
Social worker
\PE teacher

Administration
Physical

Catawba Trail

education teacher

2.4

2.4.5

2012
Expand awareness of
nutrition, fitness and
health issues

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Healthy School
Comm.
Administration
School nurse
Social Worker
Sodexo

TBD

TBD

2017

2.5

2.5.1

Create and review and
crisis management plans.

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Faculty and staff
District safety
personnel
School nurse

N/A

N/A

2016

2.5

2.5.2

Conduct required drills.

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Faculty and staff

N/A

N/A

2017

2.5

2.5.3

Provide training for
individuals as needed in
Catawba Trail Elementary School

2012

2013,
2014,

Administration
District

N/A

N/A

2016

students and
community.
Units created to
involve students
in PE and Math
Documentation
of programs for
students and
participants
reviewed by
Health council in
fall of each year
and goals set.
Review and
update safety
and crisis
management
plan in the
summer of each
year with the
administrative
team .Review
key components
with faculty
prior to
beginning of
school
Document
monthly drills
and provide
feedback and
additional
training if
needed
Documentation
of training of
14
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CPR, AED, CPI, etc.

2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

personnel

key individuals
(CPR, etc.)

Administration ,
District
Maintenance

N/A

N/A

2016

2.5

2.5.4

Continue to evaluate
Catawba Trail campus for
safety and security.

2012

2.5

2.5.5

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administrators,
nurse

N/A

N/A

2016

2.6

2.6.1

Provide required training
of faculty, staff and
students in such areas as
sexual harassment, blood
borne pathogens,
laboratory safety, outdoor
safety etc.
Punch list for completion
of Catawba Trail is
monitored

2012

2014

Administration

TBD

TBD

2017

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Monthly
documentation
of maintenance
and cleanliness
needs. Review
of outside safety
procedures by
designated
individual and
shared with
principal
monthly
Mandatory
Training and
sign off sheets

Punch list
completed.

15
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State Performance
Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is on the quality
of experiences provided to students - experiences that
result in increased student engagement and learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests of students.
Act as good stewards of public resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality, transparency,
and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and
among students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

3. Design a professional learning community focusing on relevant learning.
Action Plans:

3.1 Create a professional learning community for Catawba Trail
3.2 Actively recruit and retain faculty and staff.
3.3 Celebrate the success of faculty and staff

20112012
T1/Y5

Key Measure
School Report Card Data--Advanced Degrees
School Report Card Data-Continuing Contract
School Report Card Data-Returning Teachers

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
2013201420152012-2013
2014
2015
2016
T2/Y1
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4

20162017
T2/Y5

Record Actual Data

51.60%

53.10%

53.63%

61.50%

54.71%

55.26%

Record Actual Data

61.30%

78.10%

78.88%

74.40%

80.47%

81.27%

Record Actual Data

N/A

N/A

N/A

89.80%

N/A

N/A
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School Report Card Data--Teacher
Attendance
Number of teachers Nationally
Board Certified

Record Actual Data

95.90%

97.00%

97.97%

92.40%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

98.00%

98.00%

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

Timeline
Start Date
End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

3.1

3.1.1

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Principal
Admin. team
Administrative
Assistant

N/A

N/A

2017

3.1

3.1.2

Maintain a database of
faculty and staff
documenting the
professional development
attended and previous
training
Understand the attendance
zone of our school
community

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty
Staff

N/A

N/A

2017

3.1

3.1.3

Utilize individual student
characteristics to design
instruction that meets the
needs of the learner

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.4

Integrate the SC common
core standards as lessons
are designed

2012

2014

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2014

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Database
established and
maintained yearly.
Reviewed by
administrative
team.
Create a profile of
your community
and constantly
share with faculty
and staff
Profile created of
the learners in
each class.
Documentation
through lesson
plans and
observations that
the learner needs
are addressed.
Lesson plans and
observations
indicate that the
curriculum is
aligned to common
core standards
90% of the time.
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3.1

3.1.5

Design strategies for
relevant work for all
learners using best
practices

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.9

Define characteristics of
the learner to design
engaging activities

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.10

Provide opportunities for
teachers to stay on the
cutting edge of technology

2012

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Faculty
Media Specialist
ITS

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.11

Collaborate on integration
of nonfiction reading and
writing across all
instructional areas

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2015

3.1

3.1.12

Provide staff development
on effective assessment
tools including student
self-assessment

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2015

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Collaboration
weekly on best
practices. Best
practices shared in
team meeting and
in faculty
meetings.
Collaboration on
characteristics of
the learner and
engaging activities
weekly and in
faculty meetings.
Technology is
indicated in units
and use of
technology is
observed by
administrative
team. Goals set for
individual
implementation
Documentation of
non-fiction reading
and writing in
lesson plans.
Teachers
collaborate on
implementation of
reading strategies
and writing.
Variety of
assessments are
shared in faculty
meetings and in
team meetings
18
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3.1

3.1.13

Field test and design
instruments to measure
engagement of students
and its impact on
achievement

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1.3

3.1.14

Provide in-service on
intervention strategies for
implementation in the core
classroom

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.15

Conduct individual
reflection and projection
conferences with all
teachers

2012

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.16

Flex time for teachers to
collaborate and design
relevant curriculum

2012

2012,
2013,
2014
2015
2016
2017
2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.1

3.1.1

Recruit and retain new
teachers and staff

2012

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

3.2

3.2.2

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administration,
Faculty

TBD

TBD

2017

Provide additional
opportunities for teachers
new to
Catawba Trail to
understand the culture of
Catawba Trail
Catawba Trail Elementary School

2012

Debrief strategies
used to measure
engagement of
students in grade
level meetings on
a monthly basis
Intervention
strategies are
monitored and data
is evaluated.
Classroom
observations
indicate that
interventions are in
place.
Professional
conferences held
in March of each
year.

Schedule in place
to allow teachers
to collaborate and
plan per semester
Number of new
teachers hired
tenure and length
of
Listing of
participation of
new teachers.
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3.2

3.2.3

Assign a professional
mentor for each new
faculty or staff member

3.3

3.3.1

Celebrate major
accomplishments of
teachers and staff

3.3

2012

2012

2017

2017

Administration,
Faculty

N/A

N/A

2017

Administration,
Faculty,
Staff

TBD

TBD

2017

TBD

TBD

2017

3.3.2
Establish Catawba Trail
traditions to build a family
environment

Catawba Trail Elementary School

2012

2017

Administration,
Faculty,
Staff

List of
professional
mentors and
individual that
they are assigned
to mentor
List of
accomplishments
and celebrations
Traditions
established
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State Performance
Area(s)
Board Goals

Student Achievement
Teacher/Administrator Quality
Ensure the primary focus of schools is on the
quality of experiences provided to students experiences that result in increased student
engagement and learning.
Advocate for the needs and interests of
students.
Act as good stewards of public resources.
Model a culture of honesty, morality,
transparency, and collaboration.

School Climate
Parents/Community
Ensure responsible and flexible use of district resources.
Develop in the community common understanding of the
problems and challenges facing the school district.
Promote and model open communications between and among
students, district staff, and community.

Strategy

4. Develop alliances with families and community to support the vision of
Catawba Trail Elementary

Action Plans:

4.1Review the School Renewal Plan with SIC annually
4.2Design and implement a school marketing plan to tell the Catawba Trail story
4.3Initiate strategies to engage parents as partners
4.4Seek new and develop community partnerships

Key Measure
% State Report Card—Teachers
satisfied with School/ Home
relations

Catawba Trail Elementary School

20112012
T1/Y5
N/A

Green text = actual
Orange text = projection
2013201420152012-2013
2014
2015
2016
T2/Y1
T2/Y2
T2/Y3
T2/Y4
N/A

100.00%

95.90%

97.00%

20162017
T2/Y5
97.00%
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Catawba Trail
% State Report Card—Students
satisfied with School/ Home
relations
% State Report Card—Parents
satisfied with School/ Home
relations
Volunteer hours
Unique visits per month on web
site
% of eligible parents enrolled in
Parent Portal

95.90%

93.30%

92.10%

91.80%

93.95%

94.89%

92.90%

92.80%

81.80%

84.30%

83.44%

84.28%

Record Actual Data

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Record Actual Data

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Record Actual Data

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Action
Plan ID

Action
Step ID

Action Step

4.1

4.1.1

Review strategic plan with 2012
stakeholders

4.1

4.1.2

Make revisions to the
School Renewal Plan as
needed

2012

4.1

4.1.3

Issue each year a school
annual report to parents

2012

4.2

4.2.1

Develop a marketing plan
that shares the “Stories” of
Catawba Trail

2012

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Timeline
Start Date
End Date

Responsibility

Estimated
Cost

Funding
Source(s)

Accountability
Date
Method

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administrative
Team, SIC

N/A

N/A

2017

Strategic plan
reviewed with
SIC in fall of
the year

Administrative
Team, SIC

N/A

N/A

2017

2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017
2013,
2014,
2015,
2016,
2017

Administrative
Team, SIC

TBD

TBD

2017

Review plan in
the winter of
each year and
add in any
changes prior
to the April
deadline
Distribute copy
to parents

Administrative
Team, SIC
District Public
Relations

N/A

N/A

2017

Marketing plan
developed and
reviewed in the
spring of each
year
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4.3

4.3.2

Explore opportunities to
foster a closer relationship
with Hispanic families

2012

2017

District Hispanic N/A
Liaison,
Administrative
Team, SIC

N/A

2017

4.4

4.4.1

Develop partnerships with
the Pontiac/Elgin/Sand
Hills Community

2012

2017

Administrative
Team

N/A

N/A

2017

4.4

4.4.2

Develop a strong
partnership with Clemson
Experimental

2013

2017

2017

N/A

N/A

2017

4.4

4.4.3

Explore ways to increase
partnerships with military
families and military bases

2013

2017

Administrative
Team
Administration ,
SIC, PTO

N/A

N/A

2017

4.4

4.4.4

Explore partnerships with
community organizations
to support service learning

2013

2017

Administration ,
SIC, PTO

N/A

N/A

2017

4.4

4.4.5

Explore faith based
partnerships

2013

2017

Administration ,
SIC, PTO

N/A

N/A

2017

2013

2017

Administration ,

N/A

N/A

2016

4.3
4.4.6
Explore the retirement
Catawba Trail Elementary School

List of
strategies used
to involve
Hispanic
parents
Set a yearly
goal of
partnerships to
establish and
review annually
List of events
shared with
Clemson
Experimental
Establish a data
base of
partnerships
with military
bases and
involvement of
military
families.
Data base of
current service
learning
partnerships
and goals set to
increase each
year
Data base of
faith based
partnerships
and goals set to
increase each
year
Data base of
23
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community , grandparent
population for volunteers

4.4

4.4.7

Develop a history of the
Monroe property and the
family

Catawba Trail Elementary School

SIC, PTO

2014

2017

Administration
Quest Students

TBD

TBD

2017

current
volunteers and
goals set to
increase each
year
History
recorded
through a
variety of
techniques
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Catawba Trail Elementary School
Staff Survey Results
Item

Average

SD + D

Neutral

A + SA

4.15

4.88%

14.63%

80.49%

All teachers in our school monitor and adjust curriculum, instruction, and
assessment based on data from student assessments and examination of
professional practice.

4.34

2.44%

7.32%

90.24%

All teachers in our school participate in collaborative learning communities
that meet both informally and formally across grade levels and content
areas.

4.41

0.00%

9.76%

90.24%

All teachers in our school personalize instructional strategies and
interventions to address individual learning needs of students.

4.32

4.88%

4.88%

90.24%

All teachers in our school provide students with specific and timely
feedback about their learning.

4.22

4.88%

9.76%

85.37%

All teachers in our school regularly use instructional strategies that require
student collaboration, self-reflection, and development of critical thinking
skills.

4.29

4.88%

7.32%

87.80%

All teachers in our school use a process to inform students of their learning
expectations and standards of performance.

4.41

0.00%

4.88%

95.12%

All teachers in our school use a variety of technologies as instructional
resources.

4.37

0.00%

12.20%

87.80%

4.24

4.88%

14.63%

80.49%

All teachers in our school use multiple types of assessments to modify
instruction and to revise the curriculum.

4.29

4.88%

7.32%

87.80%

In our school, a formal process is in place to support new staff members in
their professional practice.

4.15

7.32%

9.76%

82.93%

In our school, a formal structure exists so that each student is well known
by at least one adult advocate in the school who supports that student's
educational experience.

4.37

2.44%

9.76%

87.80%

In our school, a professional learning program is designed to build capacity
among all professional and support staff members.

4.34

2.44%

12.20%

85.37%

In our school, all school personnel regularly engage families in their
children's learning progress.

4.38

2.50%

7.50%

90.00%

In our school, all staff members participate in continuous professional
learning based on identified needs of the school.

4.29

2.44%

9.76%

87.80%

In our school, all staff members use student data to address the unique
learning needs of all students.

4.22

9.76%

9.76%

80.49%

In our school, all stakeholders are informed of policies, processes, and
procedures related to grading and reporting.

4.34

2.44%

9.76%

87.80%

In our school, challenging curriculum and learning experiences provide
equity for all students in the development of learning, thinking, and life
skills.

4.49

0.00%

4.88%

95.12%

All teachers in our school have been trained to implement a formal process
that promotes discussion about student learning (e.g., action research,
examination of student work, reflection, study teams, and peer coaching).

All teachers in our school use consistent common grading and reporting
policies across grade levels and courses based on clearly defined criteria.

Item

Average

SD + D

Neutral

A + SA

4.49

2.44%

4.88%

92.68%

4.27

2.44%

12.20%

85.37%

Our school employs consistent assessment measures across classrooms
and courses.

4.46

2.44%

7.32%

90.24%

Our school ensures all staff members are trained in the evaluation,
interpretation, and use of data.

3.90

9.76%

26.83%

63.41%

Our school has a continuous improvement process based on data, goals,
actions, and measures for growth.

4.38

2.38%

9.52%

88.10%

Our school has a systematic process for collecting, analyzing, and using
data.

4.20

2.44%

17.07%

80.49%

Our school leaders monitor data related to school continuous
improvement goals.

4.39

0.00%

12.20%

87.80%

4.44

0.00%

7.32%

92.68%

4.66

0.00%

2.44%

97.56%

4.61

0.00%

7.32%

92.68%

Our school provides a plan for the acquisition and support of technology to
support student learning.

4.37

2.44%

9.76%

87.80%

Our school provides a plan for the acquisition and support of technology to
support the school's operational needs.

4.29

0.00%

14.63%

85.37%

Our school provides a variety of information resources to support student
learning.

4.46

0.00%

7.32%

92.68%

Our school provides high quality student support services (e.g., counseling,
referrals, educational, and career planning).

4.34

0.00%

9.76%

90.24%

Our school provides instructional time and resources to support our
school's goals and priorities.

4.46

0.00%

9.76%

90.24%

Our school provides opportunities for students to participate in activities
that interest them.

4.66

0.00%

4.88%

95.12%

4.20

4.88%

14.63%

80.49%

4.44

0.00%

12.20%

87.80%

4.44

0.00%

7.32%

92.68%

Our school uses data to monitor student readiness and success at the next
level.

4.32

2.44%

9.76%

87.80%

Our school uses multiple assessment measures to determine student
learning and school performance.

4.59

0.00%

4.88%

95.12%

Our school's governing body or school board complies with all policies,
procedures, laws, and regulations.

4.38

2.38%

7.14%

90.48%

4.19

2.38%

14.29%

83.33%

In our school, related learning support services are provided for all
students based on their needs.
In our school, staff members provide peer coaching to teachers.

Our school leaders monitor data related to student achievement.
Our school maintains facilities that contribute to a safe environment.
Our school maintains facilities that support student learning.

Our school provides protected instructional time.
Our school provides qualified staff members to support student learning.
Our school provides sufficient material resources to meet student needs.

Our school's governing body or school board maintains a distinction
between its roles and responsibilities and those of school leadership.

Item

Average

SD + D

Neutral

A + SA

Our school's leaders engage effectively with all stakeholders about the
school‘s purpose and direction.

4.17

2.38%

14.29%

83.33%

Our school's leaders ensure all staff members use supervisory feedback to
improve student learning.

4.19

2.38%

16.67%

80.95%

Our school's leaders expect staff members to hold all students to high
academic standards.

4.67

0.00%

7.14%

92.86%

Our school's leaders hold all staff members accountable for student
learning.

4.43

4.76%

7.14%

88.10%

4.36

7.14%

7.14%

85.71%

Our school's leaders provide opportunities for stakeholders to be involved
in the school.

4.48

2.38%

4.76%

92.86%

Our school's leaders regularly evaluate staff members on criteria designed
to improve teaching and learning.

4.21

4.76%

11.90%

83.33%

4.55

0.00%

7.14%

92.86%

4.38

0.00%

11.90%

88.10%

4.50

2.38%

4.76%

92.86%

Our school's purpose statement is formally reviewed and revised with
involvement from stakeholders.

4.19

2.38%

16.67%

80.95%

Our school's purpose statement is supported by the policies and practices
adopted by the school board or governing body.

4.36

0.00%

11.90%

88.10%

Overall Average

4.36

2.38%

9.83%

87.79%

Our school's leaders hold themselves accountable for student learning.

Our school's leaders support an innovative and collaborative culture.
Our school's purpose statement is based on shared values and beliefs that
guide decision-making.
Our school's purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Staff Survey Results By Indicator
Indicator

Indicator Description

1.1

The system engages in a systematic, inclusive, and comprehensive process to review, revise and
communicate a system-wide purpose for student success.

4.35

1.2

The system ensures that each school engages in a systematic, inclusive and comprehensive process
to review, revise and communicate a school purpose for student success.

4.38

1.3

The school leadership and staff at all levels of the system commit to a culture that is based on shared
values and beliefs about teaching and learning and supports challenging, equitable educational
programs and learning experiences for all students that include achievement of learning, thinking
and life skills.

4.38

2.1

The governing body establishes policies and supports practices that ensure effective administration
of the system and its schools.

4.36

2.2

The governing body operates responsibly and functions effectively.

Average

4.38

2.3

The governing body ensures that the leadership at all levels has the autonomy to meet goals for
achievement and instruction and to manage day-to-day operations effectively.

4.19

2.4

Leadership and staff at all levels of the system foster a culture consistent with the system’s purpose
and direction.

4.50

2.5

Leadership engages stakeholders effectively in support of the system’s purpose and direction.

4.32

2.6

Leadership and staff supervision and evaluation processes result in improved professional practice in
all areas of the system and improved student success.

4.20

3.1

The system’s curriculum provides equitable and challenging learning experiences that ensure all
students have sufficient opportunities to develop learning, thinking and life skills that lead to success
at the next level.

4.39

3.2

Curriculum, instruction, and assessment throughout the system are monitored and adjusted
systematically in response to data from multiple assessments of student learning and an
examination of professional practice.

4.34

3.3

Teachers throughout the district engage students in their learning through instructional strategies
that ensure achievement of learning expectations.

4.33

3.5

The system operates as a collaborative learning organization through structures that support
improved instruction and student learning at all levels.

4.15

3.6

Teachers implement the system’s instructional process in support of student learning.

4.31

3.7

Mentoring, coaching and induction programs support instructional improvement consistent with the
system’s values and beliefs about teaching and learning.

4.21

3.8

The system and all of its schools engage families in meaningful ways in their children’s education and
keep them informed of their children’s learning progress.

4.27

3.9

The system designs and evaluates structures in all schools whereby each student is well known by at
least one adult advocate in the student’s school who supports that student’s educational
experience.

4.37

3.11
3.12

All staff members participate in a continuous program of professional learning.
The system and its schools provide and coordinate learning support services to meet the unique
learning needs of students.

4.35
4.35

Indicator

Indicator Description

4.1

The system engages in a systematic process to recruit, employ and retain a sufficient number of
qualified professional and support staff to fulfill their roles and responsibilities and support the
purpose and direction of the system, individual schools and educational programs.

4.44

4.2

Instructional time, material resources and fiscal resources are sufficient to support the purpose and
direction of the system, individual schools, educational programs and system operations.

4.37

4.3

The system maintains facilities, services and equipment to provide a safe, clean and healthy
environment for all students and staff.

4.63

4.4

The system demonstrates strategic resource management that includes long-range planning in
support of the purpose and direction of the system.

4.41

4.5

The system provides, coordinates and evaluates the effectiveness of information resources and
related personnel to support educational programs throughout the system.

4.29

4.6

The system provides a technology infrastructure and equipment to support the system’s teaching,
learning and operational needs.

4.50

5.1

The system establishes and maintains a clearly defined and comprehensive student assessment
system.

4.52

5.2

Professional and support staff continuously collect, analyze and apply learning from a range of data
sources, including comparison and trend data about student learning, instruction, program
evaluation and organizational conditions that support learning.

4.05

5.4

The school system engages in a continuous process to determine verifiable improvement in student
learning, including readiness for and success at the next level.

4.38

5.5

System and school leaders monitor and communicate comprehensive information about student
learning, school performance and the achievement of system and school improvement goals to
stakeholders.

4.39

Overall Average

4.35

Average

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Three Highest and Three Lowest Indicator Averages

5.00

4.50

4.63

4.52

4.50
4.19

4.00

4.15

4.05

3.50

3.00

2.50

2.00
Indicator 4.3

Indicator 5.1

Indicator 2.4

Indicator 2.3

Indicator 3.5

Indicator 5.2

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Demographics of Staff Survey Respondents
Total Number of Respondents:

46

Position:
Administration

1

Other

2

Support Staff

2

Teacher

41

Years of Experience:
Less than 1 year

7

1-3 years

7

4-10 years

14

11-20 years

14

More than 20 years

4

Gender:
Female

43

Male

3

Ethnicity:
Hispanic

1

Not Hispanic or Latino

42

Race:
American Indian or Alaska Native

0

Asian

1

Black or African American

5

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

0

Two or more races

5

White

33

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Elementary Student Survey Results

Item
In my school I am learning new things that will help me.
In my school I am treated fairly.
In my school my principal and teachers want every student to learn.
In my school my teachers want me to do my best work.
In my school students treat adults with respect.
My principal and teachers ask me what I think about school.
My principal and teachers help me to be ready for the next grade.
My principal and teachers tell children when they do a good job.
My school has computers to help me learn.
My school has many places where I can learn, such as the library.
My school is safe and clean.
My school wants children in our school to help each other even if we are
not friends.
My teachers always help me when I need them.
My teachers ask my family to come to school activities.
My teachers care about students.
My teachers help me learn things I will need in the future.
My teachers listen to me.
My teachers tell me how I should behave and do my work.
My teachers tell my family how I am doing in school.
My teachers use different activities to help me learn.

OVERALL AVERAGE

Average

Disagree

Not Sure

Agree

4.82

1.00%

8.70%

90.30%

4.44

5.39%

22.90%

71.72%

4.89

0.67%

5.02%

94.31%

4.94

0.67%

2.36%

96.97%

4.43

6.06%

22.22%

71.72%

4.45

8.33%

16.30%

75.36%

4.89

0.72%

5.07%

94.20%

4.76

3.26%

7.61%

89.13%

4.93

1.02%

2.39%

96.59%

4.94

0.00%

3.75%

96.25%

4.68

5.46%

8.53%

86.01%

4.77

2.05%

15.93%

88.40%

4.61

3.73%

15.93%

80.34%

4.62

5.08%

12.54%

82.37%

4.74

3.73%

8.14%

88.14%

4.88

1.02%

5.08%

93.90%

4.52

6.10%

16.61%

77.29%

4.84

2.03%

5.42%

92.54%

4.81

1.02%

9.15%

89.83%

4.82

2.03%

6.44%

91.53%

4.74

2.96%

9.69%

87.35%

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Elementary Student Survey Results by Indicator
Indicator

Indicator Description

1.1

The system engages in a systematic, inclusive, and comprehensive process to review, revise and
communicate a system-wide purpose for student success.

4.85

2.1

The governing body establishes policies and supports practices that ensure effective administration
of the system and its schools.

4.43

2.4

The governing body operates responsibly and functions effectively.

Average

4.68

3.2

Curriculum, instruction, and assessment throughout the system are monitored and adjusted
systematically in response to data from multiple assessments of student learning and an
examination of professional practice.

4.88

3.3

Teachers throughout the district engage students in their learning through instructional strategies
that ensure achievement of learning expectations.

4.67

3.4

System and school leaders monitor and support the improvement of instructional practices of
teachers to ensure student success.

4.73

3.6

Teachers implement the system’s instructional process in support of student learning.

4.85

3.8

The system and all of its schools engage families in meaningful ways in their children’s education and
keep them informed of their children’s learning progress.

4.62

3.9

The system designs and evaluates structures in all schools whereby each student is well known by at
least one adult advocate in the student’s school who supports that student’s educational
experience.

4.62

3.10

Grading and reporting are based on clearly defined criteria that represent the attainment of content
knowledge and skills and are consistent across grade levels and courses.

4.82

4.3

The system maintains facilities, services and equipment to provide a safe, clean and healthy
environment for all students and staff.

4.68

4.4

The system demonstrates strategic resource management that includes long-range planning in
support of the purpose and direction of the system.

4.93

4.5

The system provides, coordinates and evaluates the effectiveness of information resources and
related personnel to support educational programs throughout the system.

4.93

4.6

The system provides a technology infrastructure and equipment to support the system’s teaching,
learning and operational needs.

4.77

5.1

The system establishes and maintains a clearly defined and comprehensive student assessment
system.

4.45

5.4

The school system engages in a continuous process to determine verifiable improvement in student
learning, including readiness for and success at the next level.

4.88

5.5

System and school leaders monitor and communicate comprehensive information about student
learning, school performance and the achievement of system and school improvement goals to
stakeholders.

4.77

Overall Average

4.74

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Three Highest and Three Lowest Indicator Averages
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Catawba Trail Elementary School
Demographics of Student Survey Respondents
Total Number of Respondents:

307

Grade Level:
3rd Grade

93

4th Grade

129

5th Grade

85

Gender:
Boy

158

Girl

149

Ethnicity:
Hispanic

67

Not Hispanic or Latino

229

Race:
American Indian or Alaska Native

13

Asian

9

Black or African American

91

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

3

Two or more races

51

White

119

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Parent Survey Results
Item

Average

SD + D

Neutral

A + SA

4.38

5.26%

6.32%

88.42%

4.28

4.21%

10.53%

85.26%

All of my child's teachers keep me informed regularly of how my child is
being graded.

4.22

8.42%

9.47%

82.11%

All of my child's teachers meet his/her learning needs by individualizing
instruction.

4.15

5.32%

17.02%

77.66%

All of my child's teachers provide an equitable curriculum that meets
his/her learning needs.

4.38

4.21%

9.47%

86.32%

All of my child's teachers report on my child's progress in easy to
understand language.

4.40

3.16%

5.26%

91.58%

All of my child's teachers use a variety of teaching strategies and learning
activities.

4.36

4.21%

8.42%

87.37%

4.25

4.21%

12.63%

83.16%

4.27

4.30%

12.90%

82.80%

4.35

6.32%

8.42%

85.26%

4.32

3.26%

10.87%

85.87%

4.63

1.06%

4.26%

94.68%

4.26

4.21%

8.42%

87.37%

4.35

3.19%

9.57%

87.23%

4.43

2.11%

4.21%

93.68%

My child sees a relationship between what is being taught and his/her
everyday life.

4.23

5.26%

10.53%

84.21%

Our school communicates effectively about the school's goals and
activities.

4.49

4.90%

3.92%

91.18%

Our school ensures that all staff members monitor and report the
achievement of school goals.

4.38

2.11%

11.58%

86.32%

Our school ensures that instructional time is protected and interruptions
are minimized.

4.34

2.15%

13.98%

83.87%

4.55

2.11%

4.21%

93.68%

4.31

2.20%

14.29%

83.52%

4.45

1.96%

7.84%

90.20%

All of my child's teachers give work that challenges my child.
All of my child's teachers help me to understand my child's progress.

All of my child's teachers work as a team to help my child learn.
My child has access to support services based on his/her identified needs.
My child has administrators and teachers that monitor and inform me of
his/her learning progress.
My child has at least one adult advocate in the school.
My child has up-to-date computers and other technology to learn.
My child is given multiple assessments to measure his/her understanding
of what was taught.
My child is prepared for success in the next school year.
My child knows the expectations for learning in all classes.

Our school ensures that the facilities support student learning.
Our school ensures the effective use of financial resources.
Our school has established goals and a plan for improving student learning.

Item

Average

SD + D

Neutral

A + SA

4.56

1.96%

5.88%

92.16%

4.68

0.00%

5.26%

94.74%

Our school provides an adequate supply of learning resources that are
current and in good condition.

4.61

2.11%

2.11%

95.79%

Our school provides excellent support services (e.g., counseling, and/or
career planning).

4.33

3.30%

14.29%

82.42%

Our school provides opportunities for stakeholders to be involved in the
school.

4.41

1.00%

12.00%

87.00%

Our school provides opportunities for students to participate in activities
that interest them.

4.47

2.11%

6.32%

91.58%

4.57

1.06%

3.19%

95.74%

4.60

1.05%

6.32%

92.63%

4.38

0.00%

16.33%

83.67%

4.17

2.00%

21.00%

77.00%

4.29

1.98%

13.86%

84.16%

4.58

0.98%

4.90%

94.12%

Our school's purpose statement is formally reviewed and revised with
involvement from parents.

4.28

1.96%

16.67%

81.37%

Overall Average

4.39

2.95%

9.49%

87.56%

Our school has high expectations for students in all classes.
Our school provides a safe learning environment.

Our school provides qualified staff members to support student learning.
Our school provides students with access to a variety of information
resources to support their learning.
Our school shares responsibility for student learning with its stakeholders.
Our school's governing body does not interfere with the operation or
leadership of our school.
Our school's governing body operates responsibly and functions effectively.
Our school's purpose statement is clearly focused on student success.

Catawba Trail Elementary School
Parent Survey Results by Indicator
Indicator

Indicator Description

1.1

The system engages in a systematic, inclusive, and comprehensive process to review, revise and
communicate a system-wide purpose for student success.

4.43

1.3

The school leadership and staff at all levels of the system commit to a culture that is based on shared
values and beliefs about teaching and learning and supports challenging, equitable educational
programs and learning experiences for all students that include achievement of learning, thinking
and life skills.

4.45

2.2

The governing body operates responsibly and functions effectively.

Average

4.25

2.3

The governing body ensures that the leadership at all levels has the autonomy to meet goals for
achievement and instruction and to manage day-to-day operations effectively.

4.09

2.4

Leadership and staff at all levels of the system foster a culture consistent with the system’s purpose
and direction.

4.38

2.5

Leadership engages stakeholders effectively in support of the system’s purpose and direction.

4.41

3.1

The system’s curriculum provides equitable and challenging learning experiences that ensure all
students have sufficient opportunities to develop learning, thinking and life skills that lead to success
at the next level.

4.38

3.3

Teachers throughout the district engage students in their learning through instructional strategies
that ensure achievement of learning expectations.

4.32

3.5

The system operates as a collaborative learning organization through structures that support
improved instruction and student learning at all levels.

4.25

3.6

Teachers implement the system’s instructional process in support of student learning.

4.35

3.8

The system and all of its schools engage families in meaningful ways in their children’s education and
keep them informed of their children’s learning progress.

4.28

3.9

The system designs and evaluates structures in all schools whereby each student is well known by at
least one adult advocate in the student’s school who supports that student’s educational
experience.

4.18

3.10

Grading and reporting are based on clearly defined criteria that represent the attainment of content
knowledge and skills and are consistent across grade levels and courses.

4.31

3.12

The system and its schools provide and coordinate learning support services to meet the unique
learning needs of students.

4.18

4.1

The system engages in a systematic process to recruit, employ and retain a sufficient number of
qualified professional and support staff to fulfill their roles and responsibilities and support the
purpose and direction of the system, individual schools and educational programs.

4.53

4.2

Instructional time, material resources and fiscal resources are sufficient to support the purpose and
direction of the system, individual schools, educational programs and system operations.

4.33

4.3

The system maintains facilities, services and equipment to provide a safe, clean and healthy
environment for all students and staff.

4.68

4.4

The system demonstrates strategic resource management that includes long-range planning in
support of the purpose and direction of the system.

4.60

Indicator

Indicator Description

4.6

The system provides a technology infrastructure and equipment to support the system’s teaching,
learning and operational needs.

4.39

5.4

The school system engages in a continuous process to determine verifiable improvement in student
learning, including readiness for and success at the next level.

4.31

5.5

System and school leaders monitor and communicate comprehensive information about student
learning, school performance and the achievement of system and school improvement goals to
stakeholders.

4.36

Overall Average

4.36

Average

Catawba Trail Elementary School

Three Highest and Three Lowest Indicator Averages
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Catawba Trail Elementary School
Demographics of Parent Survey Respondents
Total Number of Respondents:

112

Grade Level of the oldest child at this school:
Pre-K

0

K

13

1st grade

9

2nd grade

15

3rd grade

19

4th grade

31

5th grade

19

6th grade

0

7th grade

2

8th grade

0

9th grade

1

10th grade

1

11th grade

1

12th grade

1

Gender of the oldest child at this school:
Female

83

Male

29

Ethnicity of the oldest child at this school:
Hispanic

10

Not Hispanic or Latino

95

Race of the oldest child at this school:
American Indian or Alaska Native

1

Asian

3

Black or African American

41

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

0

Two or more races

8

White

57

